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WEEKEND
WEATHER

T~ The National Weather

Service In Paducah
predicts mostly sunny aides with high temperatures In
the upper 801 and low temperatur• In the low to mid
60s. Extended outlook: Unseasonably warm weather Ia expected for
Satu~day through Sunday with highs In the mid 801 and Iowa In the 60s.
There Ia a alight chance of showers Sunday night or Monday morning.
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D8vi$ takes easy victory
in SGA presidential race
By DANNIE PRATHER
StaH Writer

Willis Davis, Clarksville,
Tenn., was elected president of
the Student Government
Asaociation Wednesday by a
493 vote marein - the largest
in more than 10 years.
Rick Kupchella, Murray,
finished second with 24
percent of the vote, and Art
Heinz, Marion, Ill. received 23
percent.
Davis,
a
senior
ph y sic • m a 1 o r received
more than 52 percent of the
votes.
"There's no way I expected
to win by that mu~h." said
Davis, who attributed hie win
to hard work. "Everyone who
wanted to see me win worked
hard, I think we had a good
platform."
Davis received 913 of the
1, 748 votes cast. Acting
chairman of the SGA election
ways and means committee
Mark Hughes , Frankfort,
called the total "a record
turnout."
This year's turnout was
comperable only to 1981 when

1,720 students voted in the
election.
Brad Hill, a candidate for
president, withdrew from the
race Sunday announcing hie
support for Davis.
"I felt I was running pretty
far behind," Hill said. "The
election was taking a lot more
time and effort than I
expected."
Hill aaid he decided to
support Davis because the two
were in agreement on iaeues.
"We work well tOgether," he
said.
Fifty-seven students ran for
office in this year's election.
The newly-elected members of
the student senate will take
office Wedneeday.
.Jim Henson, Murray, waa
elected SGA vice pruident
28.9 percent of the total vote
(1,737). Henaon Teceived only
nine more votes than Dru
Thomas of Mayfield who
received 28.4 percen~.
Steve Priest, Mt. Carmel, lli.
finished third with 23 percent
of the vote and Lynda J o Byrd,
Fulton, was fourth with 18
percent.
Rob Parrott, Cairo, lll., was
elected secretary with 35
percent of the vote (1,673).
Whitney Taylor received 32

percent for aeeond place and
Bill Hoffman waa third with
31 percent.
Tammy Hol l ander,
Evansville Ind., was elected
treasurer with 23 percent of
the vote (1,725). Scott Ralla,
Benton, Ill., waa second with
20.7 percent and only one vote
more than Chuck Tandy,
Princeton, who received 20.6
percent.
Ron ald "Skip" Harrison,
Cincinnati, was foulth with 18
percent and Jacky Howlett,
Shepherdsville, was fifth with
17 percenl
The senators from the
Colle,e of Bwrineaa are Gayle
Moodie, Grand Rivere, and
Stephen Duggan, Ba.rd'!ell.
Darla Baxter, Graham, and
Drew Buhler, Claruville,
Tenn., were elected senaton
from the College of Fine Arta
and Communication.
Julie Harrison, Farmington,
received the most votee of all
senatorial candidates (703).
She, along with Steve Blivin,
Murray, will repreaent the
College of Science.
The senators from the
1M VICTORY
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Balloonist
Paula Faught, Marton, clutchea a belloon bouquet on her way tc.
SlgiM Chf'1 Derby Day lut weekend.

Officials downplay
.student body's role
By JACKIE WELLS
News Editor

The student vote ia not
expected to have a significant

im pact on the wet/ dry
referendum election Tu88day
since, according to outgoine
SGA president Rob Huth;
student.' opinions are similar
to those of townspeople.
In addition, be believes the
student vote will have a minor
effect on the May primary
since only about 20 percent of
the students regiatered in the
SGA voter regitltration drive
were Democrats.
That group will have to vote
by an ab8enteeballotainoe the
primary falla after the end of
the spring semester.
However, Huth said the
student vote is important.
NEXT WEEK THE RESULTS OF THE WET 'DRY ELECTION

" We're going to be at the
polls, but we will not make or
break any election," Huth
said.
County official• agree that
while the atudent right to vote
is important, it will not be
extremely influencial.
"I don't think their (the
stadent) vote will be different
from any other vote," said
Calloway County Judge
Executive George Weake.
Con cerning Tuesday' s
wet/ dry question, Munay
Mayor Holmes Ellie said, "I
don' t feel that allstudenta will
vote wet although young
people are more liberal and
may make theiaue closer. The
he STUDENT ROLE
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NEWSbriefs 1High promotion expense
......-----~characterize '85 election
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Advanced registration

Advanced registration for freshmen will begin Monday with
those student& whose names begin with A-I. Student& whose
names begin with J -R can register Tuesday and those whose
names begin with S-Z can register Wednesday. Thursday
registration is open to students of all cla88ifications.

Wet/ Dry election
Polls for the wet/ dry referendum election will be open 6 a.m. to
6 p.m. Tuesday. Students who live in Heater Hall, Elizabeth Hall
and College Courts vote in the Army Reserve building on Center
Drive behind Boston Tea Party. All other students living on
campus vote in Racer Arena. Students living off campus can
phone the County Clerks Office to determine where they should
vote.

News award Hinners
The Murray State New1 received 20 awards atlaet weekend's
conventlon of the Kentucky Intercollegiate Preas A.aaociation in
Bowling Green.
The New1 took seven first place awards including the top
award for overalllayo\.~.
Western Kentucky University's Colkge Height. Herald
received 13 first place awards in the 29 Y.IPA categories. The
Un ·venio/ of Louisville received three first place awards with
ERBten Kentucky University, the University of Kentucky and
Northern Kentucky University taking two first place a warda in
Division A.
Lonnie Harp, editor in chief of The New1, was elected
president of the asaociation which represents campus
· newspapers across the state. More than 150 student& attended
the convention.
Aside from overall layout, first pla( ., award winners from
Murray State included Dan Dipiazzo, Godfrey, Ill. (Humor
Column , Review) for his commentary on the new key in Hart
Hall and for hie review of the MSU Theatre production of That
Cho.mpiontthip Sealon; Harp, Mayfield, (Continuing News) for
his coverage of the liquor law controversy during the fall
sememater; Dan Heckel, LouisviLe, (Sports Game Story, Sparta
Column) for his story on the MSU tenn.<J team'a1984 conference
championship and for his column on the OVC's tournament;
and Roy Mobley, Pontotoc, Mi88., (Feature Photo) for his ''No
'bones about it" photo.
Second place awards were presented to Dipiazzo for front-page
layout and to Heckel for sp<.•rts news story.
Third place awardswent to Dipiazzo for news analysis; Clay
Gilliam, Fad\ cah, for editorial cartoons; Harp for opinion pages;
Orville Henadon, Cadiz, for house advet tisemente; and Kristin
Kendall, Ballwin, Mo., for humor column.
Honorable mentions were awarded to Darla Baxter, Graham,
for news story; Dipiazzo for original illustration; Heckel for
general interest column; Connie McPherson, Steelville, Ill., for
personality profile; David Ramey, Louisville, for sport& game
story; and Jackie Wells, Mayfield, for news analysis.
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Interpreting Moe as a trustworthy master,
Jowles jumps to a conclusion.

By DANNIE PRATHER
StaH Writer

As ia frequent in elections,
some problems surfaced
during during the Student
Government Association
campaign of the past two
weeks.
"I've never seen so many
posters in all my life,'' said
Mark Hughes a · junior from
Frankfort who headed the
SGA's election ways and
meana committee.
Among other things, he aaid
campaign costa have been
excessive this year.
The recently ended
campaigns showed the
candidates - especially those
running for president through various media and all
for a price.
Although the exact figuree
will not be known until next
week, the candidates did
estimate their expenses.
Art Heinz, Marion, lll., who
finished third in Wednesday's
election aaid, "I have spent
more than my opponents."
Aside from a full-page color
advertisement in The Murray
State News, Heinz also bought
air time on WKOA FM-100 in
Hopkinaville.
"It was something that was
well-reaearched." He said
because he was the "non·
incumbent," of the group he
believed he needed more
publicity.
"We spent leas than $300,"
said Willis Davis who handily
won the presidential election.
"You can't spend more than
you have. We had to use it
wisely."
The $300 figure includes a
television commercial Davis
bought from WPSD-TV
Paducah which aired Monday
night during Late Night with
David Letterman.
Davis said, "It (the use of
television) generated a lot of
talk." He said most people
would expect the television
time to be costly but the total
cost of the commericial was
$30.
Kupchella said although his
expenses were more than
those he incurred last year
when he ran for vice president,
he was able to control his
expendit urea.
Kupchella and Davis agreed
that the campaign became
somewhat exaggerated. "I
think some things got out of
hand," Davis said. However,
he did not say he would
endorse any effort to regulate
c ampaign expenditures .
"That's up to the Student
Senate."
Kupchella, on the other
hand, said he would support
the campaign expense ceiling
which was abolished in the
1984 elections.
Art Heinz Sliid a limit on
expenditures would ''effect the
non-incumbent" of a race who
might need more publicity. He
said if such a rule were
established, it should be
regulated by a committee
outside of the Student
Government Association.
Hughes said he believed the
mass plastering of posters to
walls and sidewalks with

~~~::.:robS::S~mmittee

chairman was to take care of
any violations ofSGA election
rules.
Only one complaint, i88ued
Tuesday, was brought to
Hughes's attention during the
campaign. The , complaint,
which came from the
President's Office, was that a
sign endorsing Kupchella was
driven into the ground in the
quadrangle.
Hughes said because the
sign was removed the incident
would not require any further
action.
The question of in-state
residency for the position of
Student Regent was again a
source of controversy in this
year's election.
"It's become quite an issue,"
Hughes said.
Only Kupchella was eligible
{or the Student Regent
,,osition dt!spite Heinz's
t1rgument that he also was a
Kentucky resident, said
Hughes.
b It True You Can Buy
Jeeps ror $44 through the
U.S. government? Get the
facts today! Call 1-312-7421142 Ext. 2559
START YOUR CAREER
"NOW. Earn money and work
on Fortune 500 Companies'
marketing program• on
campua. Parl•lime (flexible)
hourft each week. we ll;
rererenc:e a .
G
I

"Art Heinz (would be)
ineligible to serve as student
regent according to SGA
bylaws."
Hughes aaid that after the
controversy concerning the
residency of outgoing SGA
president Rob Huth, the
election ways and means
committee passed an
amendment to the bylaws of
the constitution saying that
the University determines
residency by tuition.
Fifty-t;even students entered
Tuesday's election which will
fill the student senate for the
1985-86 school year.
NEED TYPING DONE?
Sl*:l'ahze In resu- . lett•~
ol eppli~tlon. lemll,_rd\
pepen. M811er'at-. Wor1<
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I
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Chestnut Hil ls
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Office Phone 759·1480
• ll!ffecti\le Wed. • S.a.
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Planners write blueprint
for MSU in the year 2000
The 2000 Commission is
composed of 20 people
including representatives of
the
University
administration, faculty, staff,
student body and community.
Stroup came up with the idea
after the state formed ita
Tomorrow Commission under
Lt. Gov. Steve Beehear.
"I want them to do some
forecasting as to what may
happen in our region, in
Kentucky and at universities
like ours," the president said.
"It is a group that will come up
with ideas and suggestions.''
The commission first met in
February and has met during
the past month.

By LONNIE HARP
Editor In Chief

President Kala M. Stroup
knows that University
planners can often be bogged
down by the demand for short·
term planning. But with an
eye toward the future, Stroup
organi~ed the University'a
2000 Commission charged
with formulating a blueprint
for the University in the year

2000.
"There are some strengths
in long-range planning in that
you get to think about the
future," Stroup said. "I want to
try to put that in our procesa."

Your Skills Can Eam
You a World of Respect
Wllal are your lalerQ aqd yean~ ollllperience •n

latrmng. health u re. educauoo, earpenlty 01' Other
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people who need II and reapect •• moet.
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"Everyone is concerned
about what the future holds,"
said Dr. Cathy Cole, Stroup's
administrative aasistant and
a member of the commission.
So far, the group has
discuaaed the current miasion
of the University as well as
articles on the future of higher
education. The commission is
divided into sub·groups which
are studying a~fic areas.
"There has been a very good
response and some good
diacusaion," Cole said. "It's a
chan ge of pace from most

and lncr~lbla ...islactton , You'll gain new conlidenca and competanca. And you'll tina yourself
challan~ by new problems and llluatlooe. All
poamons are voluntallf with P41ld allowance
Earn yourself a world or respact . Bring ~Uf skills
and axpertanca to ~~ COAPS. Contact:

RICRUITIR ON CAMPUI
, OR MORt: IN,ORMAT10N

CALL TH! PEAC! CORPS
AT:
1-100·241·*2
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Commission studies city
report expected in May
say," said Parsons. "We're
going to have to get the
various segments of the
community to determine what
actions, if any, we are going to
take."
According to Parsons,
Murray was chosen for the
study partially because of the
work of the Main Street
Committee. The local effort.
began a year ago "just at the
time they (the Heritage
Commission) were
considering'' doing something
like this.
Parsons said one
observation concerning the
University was that "the
surrounding area should make
far more use of the knowledge
'in the College of Industry and
Technology."
There are other goals to
strive for in the city. Parsons
specifically referred to the
opening of the National
Museum of the Boy Scouts of
America on campus. ''If we're
going to develop a tourism
industry then we've got to be
imaginative."
But Parsons said "For the
most part, they had some
highly complementary things
to say, they, praised the town
very much."

By DANNIE PRATHER
Staff Writer

The Kentucky Heritage
Commission completed its
study of Murray last week and
Dr. William Parsons, a
member of Murray's Main
Street Committee said that
although the commission's
report will not be ready for a
few months, the study was
successful.
"I was very well pleased,"
said Parsons. "Overall, they
gave us a tremendous number
of ideas to improve the city."
Two members of the
Heritage Commission and six
urban specialists toured the
city from Monday through
Thursday. Parsons said they
examined all aspects of the
community such as
organization , promotion ,
economic development ,
transportation and visual
attractiveness.
The commission made a
general statement Thursday
afternoon but Parsons said no
specific recommendations will
be made until the final report
is issued some time in May.
"Then we'll sit down and
analyze what they had to
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Murray is ready for
legal alcohol sales
On Tuesday, Murray voters will alcohol. Consumption will be less
decide if the sale of alcoholic concentrated and, as a result,
beverages will be legalized. We abusive drinking would be less
favor a "yes" vote.
likely.
The argument has been made
Webelieveitbettertopromotean
that more complications will arise atmosphere where alcohol is not
if alcohol sales are legalized. They feared, and where exposure to the
fail to realize, however, that alcohol is not hidden and
Murray has its share of problems condemned.
now .w ith illegal alcohol.
Legalized alcohol sales will not
With alcohol more f~'\dily undermine the progress of the city
available to people 21 or older, as long as it is regulated by
some of the mystique and ordinances and laws strictly
adventure thatsurrounds drinking enfored by police. If one looks at
will disappear. By bringing it out themorepracticalsideoftheissue,
in the open, people ·will have a thereareseveralpositiveaspectsof
better understanding of its a wet city.
potential for abuse and therefore
Murray is more than its native
would be less likely to abuse it.
residents. A university town ought
In a wet Murray, residents would to be more cosmopolitan to
no l!)nger feel obligated to drink so accomodate as many different
much when they make at least a kinds of people as a good
15-mile trip for beer or a 30-mile trip educational institution attracts.
for other drinks. Some people feel
Students complain that there are
they have to "drink up" every time no nice places to go on a date in
they are in a wet area, fostering Murray- places with candlelight
excessive drinkinr. and often dinners and a glass of wine. That
reckless driving.
aspect can hardly be called alcohol
With legalized sales, some people abuse.
will not even have to drive to get
A wet Murray will be an asset
alcohol. ConSumption will be less throughout the tourist season. To
concentrated and, as a result, be attractive to tourists, the town
abusive drinking would be less needs to consider the people seeing
likely.
Murray fr6m outside of western
With legalized sales, some people . Kentucky.
won't even have to drive to get
Forthosewhohavelived without

FEEDBACR
Appropriate emotions
1'o the Editor:
In la~Jt week's issue of The Murray
State News , Tracy Walker mentions
the Dry League ad about Becky
Thompson's loss of "her unborn child
and the use of her legs because of a
drunk driver." Then Ms. Walker asks
indignantly: "If this ad w~ts not a
blatant and explicit appeal to
emotionalism, exactly what is it?"
Well, ~e ad which so offends Ms.
Walker is a statement of fact: Becky
Thompson did suffer personal tragedy
because of a drunk driver. Is it also an
appeal to emotion? Of course it is. But
certain emotions are appropriately
aroused by certain facts. In this case,

surely, one's disgust is appropriately
directed at the cause of the tragedy: the
· abuse of alcohol.
Surely, too, one is justified in feeling
disgust about the fact that half of our
50,000 traffic deaths yearly are caused
by the excessive use of alcohol.
In this case, it seems to me, there is
no way to present the facts of human
tragedy caused by alcohol without at
the same time appealing to emotions.
This is entirely appropriate and it is
also honest and realistic. It is certainly
not "hypocrisy."
Jerry A. Herndon
Professor of Engliah

/"yoo .HAD
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the conflicting relationship
between people and alcohol,
Murray is a strange sight- a town
that cannot confront the ·r ealities
most places have already faced.
Murray is a hypocritical city
where the privilege to drink carries
a price tag. Drinking now is an elite
activity where those with money
join private clubs to drink in their
immune hideaways. If legalized
alcohol sales are justified for some,
it should be justified for everyone.
Like Mr. Clean disinfectent,
people might say of Murray,
"Whoops, it's wet," only to realize
that, "No silly, it's dry. It only
looks that way." Enforcement is
not necessary because, as long as
people refuse to acknowledge the
problem, they can say that it does
not exist.
Legalizing alcohol will lead to

better control through city and
state regulation and will make
enforcement easier once the issue
comes out from under the
proverbial table.
Anyone with plans of leaving
this area will encounter alcohol
that is neither evil nor sinful.
Those who believe that alcohol
abuse is the only way drinking can
exist have a regretable view of
human nature. Anything to excess
is dangerous, but we believe that
most people are responsible. Those
who are not should be held
responsible to the full extent of the
law.
We believe Murray is mature
enough to handle the temptations
of alcohol. We believe legalized
alcohol is not something this city
should hide from, but rather, take
advantage of.

'Liquid fire' sale
To the Editor:
With the perm1ss1on of The
Kentucky Fanner, Aprill985 issue, the
following item is presented for
consideration. It comes from an 1890
newspaper. The notice was posted on a
saloon in Lexington, Ky. by the owner
who wanted the community to be
forewarned.
"Friends and Neighbors: I have just
opened a commodious shop for the sale
of liquid fire. I embrace the opportunity
of informing you that I have
commenced the business of making
drunkards and paupers and beggars
for the sober, industrious and .
respectable portion of the community
to support. I shall deal in spirits that
will incite men to deeds of riot, robbery
and bloodshed and by doing, diminish
the comfort, augment the expenses and
endanger the welfare of the
coDlJtlunity.

"I will undertake, for a small sum, to
prepare the victims for the asylum,
poor fann, prison, and gallows. I will
furnish an article which will increase
fatal accidents, multiply the num her of
diseases and render those which are
harmless incurable. I will deal in a
product which will deprive some oflife,
many of reason, most of prosperity and
all of peace; a commodity which will
cause fathers to become fiends; and
wives widows; children orphans; and a
nuisance to the nation."
Even though the public was duly
warned by this printed billboard
affixed to the building, the saloon
prospered and did a rushing business.
"Behold, the legs of the lame are not
equal."

the increased presence of alcohol. No
true benefits will occur. The very
means of increasing revenue will
create new uses for it. At the very best,
the city breaks even.
Another view that I have
encountered is the belief that since the
law prohibiting alcohol sales is being
violated, the law should be eliminated.
This doesn't follow. If a law is being
violated, it should be strictly enforced,
not removed.
Also, there are some who would have
us believe that Murray is missing
many business opportunities due to the
absence of alcohol sales. This seems to
be a very popular argument. However,

I have yet to see a list of businesses who
are lined up at the city limits waiting
for Murray to vote wet on April 23.
The "Burden of Proof' .is the
responsibility of proving why change
should occur. This burden rests on the
shoulders of those trying to effect
change. In my opinion , those
supporting the sale of alcohol in
Murray have not sufficiently met this
responsibility. Therefore, I oppose
increasing the presence of such a
dangerous element in my community. I
urge the readers to do the same.

Wayne M. Williams
Co-chairman
Murrey-Calloway County Dry League

Refuted arguments
To the Editor:
Due to the destructive nature of
alcohol, I choose not o drink. Yet, I
respect an individual's r4ghts. I respect
the right of a citizen to sit in his home
and drink alcohol, and I recognize this
as a private issue. However, the issue of
the sale of alcohol in my town is a
public issue and very much my
concern. That is, I have a right to help
choose the type of environment in
which I live.
A favorite argument of those in
support of the sale of alcohol is that its
increased presence will reduce deaths
on the highways. This line of
r~oning says if alcohol kills people,

then by increasing its presence, lives
will be saved. This is simply unsound.
Another argument being espoused is
that alcohol sales will greatly benefit
Murray by providing increased
revenue; however, this is not the case.
While it is true that additional local
revenue could be raised. this will
hardly result in any benefits for
Murray. This is evident from
infonnation published in The Murray
Ledger & Times by the Committee for
Legal Control of Alcohol in Murray.
This infonnation explained that
additional local revenue from alcohol
sales will be used to deal with problems
and other obligations resulting from

Kim Weatherford
Murray

,.
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Alcohol ...
Students and other
members of the University
community face some
important decisions in the two
local elections in Murray this
spring.
On 'l'uesday we will vote on
the responsible control of the
sale of alcohol in our
community. In the May
primary election, we will help
select city and county offici ills
who will enforce the laws
fairly in the interests of all.
All of us who care about
Murray State and our city
should remember that our
votes in these elections can
improve our community.
The Committee for the Legal
Control of Alcohol in Murray
is working to dispel the myths
which surround the April 23
local option election.
One myth is that Murray
State students should not vote
in thia election. This is false
for at least two reasons. First,
the U.S. Constitution and the
U.S. Supreme Court guarantee
your righ.t to vote. Second, and
more important, this is y our
community. You have a right
to help determine its future.
Just as local non-student

Pqe6
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Double standards need reform

residents of Murray will be
voting for a better future, so
you will vote to ensure the
rights of future generations of
students. Although you may
leave here after graduation
and re-register to vote
elsewhere, while you are here
you are full-fledged citizens
who enrich the cultural and
economic life of our city.
Don't let anyone convince
you that you are not important
to our city. Don't deny yourself
your political rights. The
lessons you learn working in
these election campaigns are
an important part of your
political education.
Another myth spread
recently is that the economic
benefits from a city tax on the
sale of alcohol will not equal
the economic costs.
This is simply not true. The
city of Murray stands to gain
as much as $200,000 annually
from a tax on the legal sale of
alcohol. This revenue will
more than offset any
additional enforcement costs.
A third myth being spread is
that "there will be a bar on
every comer." This, too, is
false. First, the ~~ay City

First
Person
Ken

Wolf
Council can work with local
merchants and the Alcohol
Beverage Control Board to
write ordinances to control the
appeara nces and to some
extent the location of places
where alcohol is sold. Liquor
by the drink can be sold in
outlets where 50 percent of the
gross revenue comes from the
sale of food.
In order to make a rational
decision in the voting booth on
Tuesday, you need to clearly
understand the position of
both sides. The Committee for
the Legal Control of Alcohol
wants you to know "what it is
for, as well as what it is
against.
We are against bootleggers
and laws which cannot be
enforced equally on behalf of
all citizens of Murray students and non-students

j

alike. Wedeplorelawbreaking,
by students and non-students,
rich and poor, "outsiders" or
"natives." The Committee
strongly opposes the abuse of
alcohol by anyone.
We believe, on the other
hand, that adults of legal
drinking age should be able to
purchase alcohol without
having to belong to a private
club. We support a community
that will remain attractive to
future students, citizens and
tourists.
The Committee favors the
legal control of alcohol
because other Kentucky cities
which have done this have
improved police morale,
reduced the number of
accidents caused by drunken
driving and realized
substantial economic benefits.
Morehead opted for legal
control in 1982 and had 14
percent fewer accidents in
1983 and 20 percent fewer
accidents in 1984. Russellville
police chief Michael Stratton
,reports that police morale is up
in his city since it voted for
legal control. Police no longer
have to worry about who to
arrest- or not arre~t.

Although the Dry League
will not tell you this, most of
you are aware that it is
impossible to really vote dry
on April 23. Murray is " wet"
and will remain so.
A No vote on Tuesday will
result in the continued illegal
sale of alcohol, continued
bootlegging and lawbreaking,
most of this by non-students.
A vote Yes on Tuesday can
make Murray a safer, more
honest place where the rules
are known by all, and where
law enforcement can be swift
and impartial.
Surely Christians of all
shades, drinkers and non·
drinkers alike, can agree that
deception and lawbreaking
weaken the moral fabric of
any society.
We urge you to vote YES on
'rl!esday.But however you vote
-Yes for.legal control and No
for contin~ed bootlegging be sure to e;~ercise your right to
vote, both on April 23 and in
the May primary election.

t\
t:
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Our gueat column/at...
Dr. Ken Wolfis co-ehairman of t he
Committee for LegaJ Control of
Alcohol in Murray.

Status quo
Changing liquor laws is irresponsible
1 .t ppre c iate t his
opportunity to express my
views on the upcoming
wet/ dry election. Some of you
may know that I am a native
of Graves County and a 1970
graduate of Murray State. I've
been a resident of Murray
since 1978 when I joined a
group
of
l ocal
obstetricians/ gynecologists. I
lived in Lexington and
Louisville during my medical
training, so I have had
firsthand knowledge of what a
wet town is like.
There are five points I wish
to discuss.
• I don't want the MSU
students disenfranchised from
voting.
Every resident of Murray
has the right to become
involved in the political
process, be it in national or
local affairs. Some students
have told me that they aren't
going to vote on this issue
because they will be leaving
Murray soon. But, those of you
who plan to vote: I hope it will
be after much prayerful
thought and concern about
how your vote will affect our
comminuty.
Ask yourself, "If Murray
suddenly had well over 25
liquor establishments, would

you find it a more desirable
place to settle down and raise
your young children? Would
you, as a parent of an 18-yearold, feel as comfortable
leaving your son or daughter
in college here, away from
home for the first time?" Vote
if you choose, but please vote
as a responsible citizen of our
community.
• When citizens vote dry it's
because they believe it will be
better for the community, not
necessarily because they
themselves are dry.
Since 67 percent of all
Kentucky resi d ents
occasionally drink alcohol,
many of this group must vote
dry in local option elections
because 80 percent of the state
of Kentucky is legally dry.
Many "townspeople" who
occasionally drink have voted
dry for years because they feel
that it makes Murray a safer
and more desirable place to
live.
Please remember, this
election is not a vote on the
popularity of alcohol or on the
right to drink! It's a vote to
determine if our town wants to
have 13 package liquor stores,
12 establishments that sell
liquor by the drink, and an
unlimited number of bars and
beer outlets.

First
Person
Thomas
Green
• When dealing with alcohol,
others may not have the
control that you have.
You may be a very
disciplined and responsible
person who drinks sensibly.
Bat many people, including
some college students, aren't!
The wet side talks about how
much contr ol Murray
residents will have when the
sale of alcohol is legalized
here, but there are many other
things over which you and I
will have no control.
For example, how much
control will you have over the
quantity of alcohol your
roommate or neighbor drinks?
How much control will you (or
even he) have over how he acts
while "under the influence?"
I'm not so naive as to believe
that alcohol is unavailable in
Murray now. But I do believe
that having it easily available
without the "stigma" of illegal
buying will increase local

consumption. (If this were not • Well-documented studies
the case, why wouldn't the have shown that alcohol use
alcohol industry favor and its subsequent effects are
nationwide prohibition?) Do related to increased violence
you really want alcohol sold and crimes.
openly on the streets of
Steven Bucky in his book on
Murray for 18 or more hours a a lcoholism reported that
day?
about one-third of all sexually
• If Murray goes wet there agressive acts against women
will be just as many (or more) and more than 50 percent of all
DUI's on our streets and shootings, stabbings ,
highways as there are now.
homicides , sexually aggrssive
Some on the wet side say acts against children,
that DU1s will decrease beatings and arrests involve
because people will stay home alcohol abuse.
to drink. Well, people in
Will the city of Murray or the
Murray may stay home! But campus of Murray State be
people in Graves, Marshall safer with the increased
and Trigg Count ies in consumption of alcohol in our
Kentucky and Henry County, town? If you believe there's a
Tenn ., won't! You s ee , p ossibility t hat legalized
Calloway County is alcohol sales will harm our
surrounded by three dry community, how can you, as a
counties in Kentucky and by responsible citizen, vote yes?
Henry County in Tennessee
I know some will vote yes
where liquor by the drink is because they don't want to be
not legally sold.
inconvenienced to buy liquor.
Do you suppose any of those Others will vote yes hoping to
folks will drive to Murray to make money from a very
enjoy our "Facilities?" Will the lucrative business. But few, if
number of people drinking any, will vote yes because they
alcohol in our city on an really believe that alcohol
average night increase when sales will improve our city's
our taverns , bars and peace and safety. I believe a
restaurants get their licenses NO vote will do just that.
to sell? Do you really believe Our guest columnist. ..
all these drinkers will walk
Dr. Thomas Green is Co-chairman
home? Or will they drive of
the Murray-Galloway County
"under the influence?"
Dry League.

American freedom
To the Editor:
I am a senior who has lived here in
Murray for quite a few years. I'm
getting used to the friendly atmosphere
I feel exists here. Just the other day, I
was part of a conversation with some
old-timers downtown concerning the
part they played in defeating Germany
in World War II. I enjoyed their stories
and asked them if they thought it was

worth risking American lives over
there. They were all very quick to point
out that they would do it all over again
to protect their freedom.
It's ironic that many of those same
people who would give up their lives to
protect American freedom are the same
people who would take away a
student's right to vote as well as his
l'ight to choose how to socialize.

FEEDBACR
As well intentioned as some of the
folk are in this town, they fail to see the
error in their theory of choice control.
Many have forgotten the harsh lessons
learned during Prohibition when
people continued to drink, but at the
cost of tax revenue lost and to the

advantage of organized crime and
bootleggers.
I am voting "wet", not because it will
make "LIC-KER" available to me,
rather because, like the old men at the
square, I highly value rny hard-fought
American right to freedom of choice.
Michael J. Warren
Senior
Murray

,.
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NSE program picks up;
offers new experiences
However, Meloan said MSU
A. the University enters ita
third year as a National requires NSE studenta to buy
Student Exchange affiliate, it mealtickets and to reside on
is beginning to experience campus. Thia, he aaid, lhould
eome recruiting success in the make up for t.be discrepancy.
program.
Although the number of out.,1 encourage students to going students is smaller than
think about leaving even for a the number of in-coming
semester," said Roes Meloan, students, he aaid Murray State
coordinator of the National is doing exceptionally well.
Student Exchange on campua. ''We h ave buically doubled
He added that students can our going out,.. he eaid.
choose among 78 different
For the moat part, the NSE
schools, including Hawaii,
which are all part of the program has been working
well, said Meloan. He said
program.
there have been few cues
Meloan is proud of the 18 where the studenta involved
affirmed NSE students who have had some monetary gain.
will a ttend MSU next year. He
A few etudeuta involved
said they will be introduced to
the area in a different way with the program applied for
than NSE students have been and received financial aid to
introduced to Western
Kentucky before.
Meloan explained that he
has three big events scheduled
for the beginning of the fall
semester which should make
the students feel more at home
much quicker. The students
will be taken on "fieldtrips" to
the Land Between the Lakes
and to Opryland in Nashville
(at their own expense).
Meloan said that it is
important for the students to
know about all of the general
area, not just the University
and Murray.
"People are getting really
involved ...The traditional
classroom is changing, and
it's changing in a big way.
We're extending the
boundaries of Murray State.''
MeJoan said.

It a lso gives MSU students a
chance to be on a campus that
might offer things that
Murray State can't offer, he
said.
Students have a chance to
meet new people, make new
career connections, and
experience a different lifestyle
through the student exchange,
Meloan said. It can also help
them land better jobs, he said.
For example, if a student
wants to enter a certain
profession and knows of a
specific area of the country
which is renowned for that
profession, Meloan said he
could probably put them on a
nearby campus.
To go on National Exchange
offers much more than the
chance to see another area of
the country, the effects on the
students are tremendous,
Meloan said.
All students should be
forced to be in a aituation
where they must make their
own decisions and deal with
an environment where they
are totally on their own,
Meloan said. He added that
the ma turity level of NSE
atudents after they h ave
viaited a different campua ia
much bi«her.
More students are currently
coming in than are leaving
Murray State. Thia create. a.
alight tuition deficit becaute
MSU ia part of the ..B"
program in which atudenta
pay their home campua.
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attend both their home school
and the school they traveled to
simultaneously, Meloan said.
But this hu been only a small
percentage of the
approximately 15,000
st u dents who have
participated in the program,
he streeeed.
Meloan aaid it is not
expensive to participa te in the
p rogram . Students pay
Murray State tuition and pay
room and board at the host
institution.

Homeplace
Family Restaurant
Charbroiled 8 oz. Ribeye
Choice of Potato,
Tossed Salad
or
Cole Slaw,
French Bread

'3.95
(Fri. 19 & Sat. 20 evenings only.)
190J Coldwater Rd.
759-1864

There ia an application fee of
$35. To qUalify, a etudentmuet

lET US WORK FOR YOU. AOUERTISE!

be a sophomore, junior or
senior and have at least a 2.5
grade point average.

Ad cleldllnHoon Mondel.
Clnce&lltlon deldUne-noon Tuadel.
Phone 162-4478.

EveryTI calculator comes with
one extra number.
1-800-TI-CARES
When you buy a Texas
Instruments calculator you
don't just buy a calculator, you
buy Texas Instruments' com#
mitment to quality.
It~ a commitment backed
pya fully developed service
network that includes the
above toll#free number you can
call from anyplace in the
United States.
If you have any applications,

operations, or service questions,
call us Monday thru Friday
between 9 am and 4 pm CST,
and we'll be glad to help.
If your calculator needs
repairing, we'll direct you to
one c:i our 46 conveniently
located service centers for an
immediate exchange. Under
warranty, it's free. If theres no
center near yoo, we'll do it all

by mail.

Of course, theres just one
catch. It has to be a Texas
Instruments calculatot But
then, if you're as smart as we
think you are, why wouldn't
it be?

TEXAS.Jf

INSCreating
I RUMENTS
useful products
and services for you.

,.
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decor of Curris Center
By MICHELE SIMMONS
Staff Writer
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Twelve new wood-carved
signs are to be made for the
Currie
Center, according
to Dave Kratzer, Curris Center
director.
In addition to the signs
already posted at the theater,
the Thoroughbred Room and
the Stables, plans have been
made for the construction of
signa for the University Store,
the Sugar Cube, the post office,
the information booth and
other rooms in the Currie
Center.
Each sign expresses
something about the room it is
designed for. For example, the
sign for the Sugar Cube is
shaped like a cube.
The designs for these signs
were given to the University
by David Mitchell, a graduate
art student of Murray State.
Mitchell created three large
sculptures displayed in the
Currie Center and the first
three signa. After Mitchell
accepted an out-of-state job,
Don Lovett, Univeraity
carpenter,finished the sign for
the Thoroughbred Room and
has since taken on the
responsibility for the future
signa.
"These signs are truly
unique because they were
made through our own
University resources , "
Kratzer said. He said the signs
"fit in with the earthtones and
natural decor of the Curris
Center."
The total cost for all theae
signa will be leas than $1,000,
according to Kratzer. The only
expense was the plywood
which was purchased three
years ago under a state

contract. The designs were difficult part of the job is
donated by Mitchell and "getting the design from paper
Lovett works under a salary to full size with the correct
for the Univer•ity.
proportions."
Kratzer explained that if a
The only problem Kratzer
design company had been has encountered haa been
contracted for this job the mounting the signs. "We don't
price would have been much want to drill holea in any of the
higher.
signa, Kratzer said. "We treat
Lovett believee the most them like sculptures."

Plannerss..-----ContinUed from ..... 3
meetings . Everyone's
imagination can be U8ed."
Cole said that no boundariea
have been set for the
commission's exploration.
The group is looking at how
the University might adapt to
changes in high schools in the
next 15 yeare in addition to
queationing the requirement
calling for students to have
128 credit houre to graduate.
"We're being faced with
fiscal constraints, a shift in
the economy and new social
conditions and needs. It is
necessary for public
institutions to atand back and
take a look at themselves,"
Cole said. "It's a Universitywide effort to see how we can

beat meet the needs ofsociety."
Cole said the commission,
which is operating under a
two-year timetable, would like ·
input from all parta of the
University community.
While Cole uid the
commission realizes that long·
range planning can be
difficult because of the
variables involved, abe
believes that the group's
conclusions will be realistic
and practical.
"It remains to be •een how it
will be receivt!d," she said.
"The important part is that
we're doing it. I think Murray
State is a .tep ahead. It's
better than keeping our heads
in the sand."

Victory.-------Continued from P8ge 1
College of Industry and
Technology are Jeff Delaney,
Herrin, ill., and Kim Randall,
Blair Katy, Texas.
Chris Wells, Anna, TIL, was
elected senator from the
College of H umaniatic Studies
along with Frank Wilford,
Eddyville.
Senatore from the College of
Education are Traci Smith,
Calvert City, and Ruth

...

~-

Sanders, Frankfort.
The top vote-getter for the
office of senator-at-large was
Rusty Sboulta, Paducah with
636 votes. The other five
senators included Scott
Haaeebrock, Mascoutah, ru.,
Julie Garrard, Henderson;
Chris Stovall, Owensboro;
John Brockman, Louisville;
and Kyle Spurgeon, Paris,
Tenn.

Every Tuesday ls

TACO TUESDAY
2 Crispy Tacos
For $1.19

Acroaa From MSU St•dlum

SPRING FEVER
Perms, Cuts, Nails, Style, Hot Wax, Hi-Lites
Our eApert stylists cut and contour to make every
hairstyle as unique as the person who wears it.
Call Leta, Vicki, Jacquine, Debbie, Mary, Wanda,
or Charlotte today.

Also
R~· ax

in Leta's Suntan Salon to get a healthy
complextion.
1600Dodson
CALL 753-8282

(30 min. sessions)
150Minut~

$25

DRY IS A LIE!
According to Ky. law a ''dry" territory is one which "prohibits the
and sale of alco~olic liquors for use as beverages." This is
certainly ~ot Murray w~ere, 1f you are among the privileged, you may
purchase hquor by the drink. If you have the ability to pay exorbitant prices
you r~ can a bootlegger and have it delivered. Ask yourself the following:
man~acture

1)

International Student
PropAlii

Ex~e

Soend a semester or a year as an
exchange student in Africa. Asia,
Australia. Canada, Europe,
or Latin America.
For further information, contact:

Center for
International Programs

762-3089
THE
:t.

·,

In cooperation with

f!!tf~!f-IN_G-.:~1
"
WUltlAY S'TAT'I

UHIVUSITY

Is it fair to the public to allow these operations to exist when
they pay not one cent in taxes.?
2)- Is it fair to discriminate against those who cannot afford these
luxuries?
3) . Isn't it better to confront and control something than to sweep
it under the rug and allow it to run out of control?
4) Isn't it wrong to export millions of dollars and more than 100
jobs annually to other places when all ofthis is much needed at
home?
Nowhere ts there Em ordinance stating that if you register to vote you must pay
taxes. Remember poll taxes are illegal!
Help make Murray better off. .. .

VOTE "YES" ON
APRIL23
Paid for by Bl"ad Thompson

PaJe 9
,.-------,.-- - - --
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SGA signs
pictured as
election art
By DAN DIPIAZZO
Senior Editor

The SGA election-time
fixture of campaign posters
has grown into a bizarre
artfonn at Murray State.
One need only open a door or
look down at the sidewalk or
throw away a piece of trash in
a poster-decorated recepticle to
know that the candidates
mean business with their
paper promotions.
Before Wedneeday'eelection
I tOok some time to study the
nuances of these peculiar
placards and believe some
really deserve special
recognition:
• Moet
Inane
Auociation Award to Art
~
Heinz for building his signs
around \ketchup. Why would
anyone vote for a man because
•
Photo by DAN OIPIAZZO
he has a name in common with
a condiment? Would we vote
for someone named Miracle
1
Dote:
CAMPAIGN CLUTTER on a wall In Faculty Hall. Many campus bulldlnga were 1 ' nllar l l lhtS from
Whip?
APR.23
Heinz tries to justify the April • until Wednesday's election. The Chestnut StrH t pett_.strlan bridge, the peclntrlan mall and
name association by using the nearty every campus sidewalk were cluttered with posters •nd ttlcken beartng campaign slogans for
Time:
1
slogan "Ketch Up with candldatHII" t he 1885 Student Government />l t lCiatlon ~on .
7P.M. &
Heinz," which (aside from the
9:30P.M.
£6\~t th«tt n 'Ieetch i• n fol't\•And l>loce:
aft-riggod boat aimilar to a ua a &trina of pearla lona@r poate111 cry " HELP" and M'k
• Bel t Adh e1lvo Award
tUIIIS
yawlf cauaes one to wonder than her platform.
ue to vote for her even though to Rick Kupchella for his
CINTII
where he is going and why he
we may not know her.
"Let's Stick With Rick"
THEATIE
is going so fast that people
• Moat lmpreeeed with
that have been
stickers
need to catch up with him.
H i e Own Picture Award to
• Belt U1e of Marital unpeela bly affixed t o
• Moat Confu aing or George Panagos, who liked hia Statue Award to Rob Parrott, lampposts, buildings and
Difficult to Understand portrait so much he put two of who lists "married" as one of doors. Do we really have much
Slogan Award to Gary them on some of his signa, his qualifications.
choice but to stick with Rick?
Cunningham for giving us the which prompted one penchoice to "Get Involved or toting heckler to query on one
Make it Happen." Could we do of the posters, ''Twins?"
ColLEGE'NEWSPAPER
both or is it imperative that we
• Most Ludicrous
make a choice?
Comparison Award to Scott
C~TIVE]\DVERTISING CoMPETITION
• Moat Likely to Get Ralle, who claims to be a great
Votes on the Basis of His Kentuckian in the mold of
Picture Award to Jim Abraham Lincoln. I suppose
Henson and Bill Hoffman, he probably studies borrowed
both of whom have smiles Jaw books by candlelight
bigger than their platforms.
• Moat Emotionally Tied
• Most Glamorous
Campaign Picture Award to Her Campaign Award to
to Lvnda Jo Byrd, who shows Melanie Graves, whose

This
Week!
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Factory Discount
Shoes
New Shipment of ladies name brand
shoes in assorted styles and colors.

Lancer ES. The " New Dodge."

_DIIc_ . .. _.. ,.,. , . .

Anottwr lnnOvlltlvt: .tecompllshment v -ned wllh supt:rlotlty,

Only $10.95
New Shipment of men's dress shoes
Weyenberg
Freeman
Only $20
American Gentleman
also
Men's Western Boots
$36.95
Dingo Boots
$38:95
Mon.·Sor. 9·6pm
16th & Main
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JAN! AND Jill HALL

a

lftOIMftt In ..................It In

th• Unlveraltr••

marrlad

houllng tecllltlel In 1114. Thla
picture .......... In ... 1114
Sltleld.

All you faculty & Administrators .remember
your secretaries the week of April21-27. To
stay o•t ef tre.We ~...

Jaaaita'• Flowers
753-3830

Accounti~g

professor recalls
balancing activities, marriage
By KATHRYN DOAN
Copy Editor

Jane Paris Hall haa been
involved with Murray State
for a long time. In the fall of
1962 she was accounting for
odd items on sorority
scavenger hunts. In the spring
of 1985 she is a professor in the
accounting department.
Jane, originally from
Sturgis, came to MSU on a
scholarship to study business
education. Like many other
freahmen,Janecametoachool
to be with her sweetheart.
Unlike many though, Jane's
romance worked out well.
Jane Paris and Jim ·Han
were married in September
1963, in her junior year. The
Halls lived in the old married
housing facilities until
graduation.
In 1967 he started the
computer centt>r at MSU atthe
request of Dr. Woods. She
taught business courses at
Calloway County High
School.
Hall went to graduate school
and received her masters in
December of 1970. In 1972, her
husband took a public service
leave to work in state
government and the family,
which by then included two
children, moved to Frankfort.
Hall's husband was
appointed by Governor
Wendell Ford to State Budget

·

Director. In 1973 Hall was
appointed by the governor to
the office of Secretary of the
Turn Pike Authority.
They returned to Murray in
JanuaryJ. 1975 because they
"enjoyed the pace at Murray
better and wanted to raise a
family here." Hall became an
adjunct professor in the
accounting department and
her huaband became the
budgetdirectorofMSU.
H 11'
b
a s
eat come
teaching
experiences
have
from
the students, she said. She
recalls, "One day 1 was
badgering a student because
he wasn't working up to hia
capability and he said •you
sound just like my m~ther.'
That's a compliment in my
eyes.''
In 1981 her husband became
the vice president for
a dminstrative services. In
1983 he became the vice
pre~ident for University
serv1cea as well, an unpaid
position in a temporary
capacity. In September of the
saine year he died of a heart
attack.
Hall said she feels that
students helped her through
that experience. "It was really
heart-warming to get letters
from students, some that I
hadn't seen for years."
Hall's hard work for the
students has had its rewards,
she said. This year the

accounting department has
nominated h er for the
Outstanding Teacher
Recognition Award in the
College ofBusiness and Public
Affairs.
Omicron Delta Kappa
selected her as one of the five
outstanding faculty members
in 1984. She was named the
Outstanding Chapter Advisor
for 1980-1983 by Sigma Sigma
Sigma national sorority.
"I'm very happy with what
I'm doing. I've been blessed to
have a job that I enjoy so
much. It's so rewarding when
you .ee the expression on a
student's face showing that
they understand something."

~~~M~

I

Let us get you
ready for spring!

,

1
'

IAEBD[INESI
~
753-0882~
•2 Oixoeland Center

(502)

Remember our tanning bed special

J

$4 tor 30 minutes

I5 sesslo~s tor

$18

~

~.

~~~::::1

"DoubleDou
BurgerBurger,

li+
FM~~=~·
/'~4
$1.15
v--:_~~3(}~
1tlitR,~

2 t h st.

/~

Now at this partlclpatlnc
McDonald's Restaurant
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What's Your
Answer?
Yes

No

0

D

1. Will the consumption of alcohol in Murray decline if alcohol is sold openly on
the streets of Murray lR or more hours per day?

0

tJ

2. If people drink more aJ•. ohol will their behavior improve?

Q

d

3. Do you have any control over how much alcohol your roommate or neighbor
drinks or how he acts when he drinks?

d

0

4. Will the number of people drinking alcohol in Murray on an average night
decrease when the taverns, bars, and restaurants get their licenses to sell
alcohol?

d Cl

5. Will Murray be as safe or peaceful if more people in the city limits are
inebriated?

0

6. Will you be as safe in the dorm or on the campus if more people there are
inebriated?

t1

7. Will the streets of Murray be safer if, like Morehead, twice as many people are
driving "under the influence"?

0 CJ

8. Would you like for the number of people who are publicly intoxicated to
increase be 71% here as it did in Morehead?

0

9. With the presence of more intoxicated people (and the associated rise in DUis,
Pis, and crime); would you find Murray a more desirable place to settle down and
raise your young children?
·

[j

tJ 0

10. ]fyou believe that legalized alcohol sales could harm our community, can you,
as a responsible citizen, vote "yes"?

Did you answer "no" to any or all of these questions?
As one who cares about the PEACE and SAFETY of MURRAY

Vote ''No'' on
April23!
P a id for by me Dr~ League of M urray

..

·~
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Student's ro/P.e~-------Continued from Page 1
final result will be just what it
isnow-dry."
·
Ellis does not believe the
impact of the student vote will
be great in the May primary
either.
"I don't think the student
vote really c hanges
anything,'' he eaid.
Dr. Frank Julian, vice
president of student
development, said, "I have no
earthly idea how student vote
will effect the wet/ dey
election. It is impossible to tell
how the student vote will go.
What it really gets down to is
who will get out and vote.
He said ret"~t ch has shown
t' ·: the stul eut vote will be
:• rlv refledive of the
townspeople's votes.

Student voter turnout is
unpredictable, he said. The
unprecedented voter turnout
in Wedneeday's SGA election
is not a likely indicator of voter
turnout Tuesday, Julian said.
He doesn't expect the May
primary to be effected b?.'
student vote either, "It hun t
effected the outcome up to now
and J don't think it will this
time."
He said Murray politici~na
are paying student ' lt ~ ·
more attention than ever
before. The candidates are
now trying to educate student
voters on local issues, he said.
Marianna Stubblefield of
the county court clerk's office

said officials don't expect a
high number of absentee
voters in the primary.
However, she said a heavy
turnout by students in the
wet/ dry election is expected.
To vote absentee in the May
democratic primary, voters
must apply to the county
clerk's office by May 21. The
ballot will be mailed to the
voter upon varification of the
application and must be
returned to the clerk's office by
3 p.m. on the election date.
While some county officials
shrug off the power of the
student vote, others are trying
to court the co ll ege
constituency.
Ruth believes that if
students exercise their right to
vote, local officials will
become more receptive to the
students' concerns.

A forum am o ng the
candida tes for c ounty
attorney April 3 was attended
by four of the five candidates
and more than 50 students.
Incumbent County Attorney
Max Parker did not attend
because of a death in his
family.
Candidates Don Jones,
Vicki Jones, Robert 0. Miller
and Bill Phillips qreed that
atudents should not be
discriminated against by law
enforcement officiale.
Miller, former county
attorney and former county
judge executive, said he didn't
feel students had been
discriminated against in the
past. Jones and Jones said
they believe laws have been
enforced selectively in the
put, with students 1-eceiving
unfair treatment.

Sue's Discount Jeans
121 North at Stella
753-24A3

Just recieved new
shipment of spring
time sweaters
assorted colors and
prices.
We carry Men ~
Women, & Childerns
jeans.
Open: 9 a.m.- 5 p! m.
Th u rsda y , Frida y , Saturday

0neHOUA
DAY

CLeaneRs
Mon. - Sat.
7 a.m. - 6 p.m.

Closed Sunday
ph~Jne 753-9525

Advertising works.

Try it!!
762-4478.

Arts & Crafts Festiual
Thursday and Friday
APril25 • ·26
1oa.m. to 6 P.m.

Main Level. Curris Center
Students and area artists:
To re81ster exhibits. contact
Whltnei' Tai'lor. Arts If Crafts
ChairPerson
Unlverslw Center Board
(502) 762·695 I
SPonsored bi'
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Canine companions help
masters entertain students
By MICHELE SIMMONS
Staff Writer

Once on campus, the doole
canine spends the morning in
Pitman's office.
Pitman said Ginger has
never caused any ~blema
and his students reepond well
to her.
"Ginger will just go off in a
comer and lay down," he said.
"She's real friendly and
pettable."
Racer tennia coach Bennie
Purcell bringa Casey, his
black labrador retriever, to
classes everyday. The dog has
been attending tennis cl88888
for about three years.

Profeuors often keep
personal items, such as
pictures and souvenirs, in
their officea to make the
surroundings more
comfortable, but two
University instructors have
taken a different approach they bring their dogs to school.
Dr·. William Pitman,
a880ciate profeaeor of biology
and science, is sometimes
followed to the University by
his golden retriever, Ginger.
Once or twice a week, the
Put ttl! said she has learned
dog follows Pitman as he rides not to wa nder too far from the
his bicycle to campus. "She courts.
especially likes to run with me
Casey ~-''>metimes will follow
in the winter when she doesn't
passer· - •1 clutching paper
get out much." he said.

sacb. "My son used to take
Casey to Wendy'a for a
hamburger," Purcell said.
"Now, everytime she seee
someone with a white sack,
she starts to follow them."
The majority of Purcell's
day is spent outside at the
tennis courts. "If I go in my
office, Casey atays in the cal',"
he said.
Besides watching over
cl8.88e8 and practicea, the dog
also entertains students. She
CASEY, A Bt.:ACK LABRADOR belonging to Bennie Purcell, eyes
can ~rform traditional tricks
such aa shaking bands an6 a doggie treat on the end of her note whllelhe walts for her muter
rolling over, but abe can alao to gl" her a signal to u t tt.
flip a dog treat offher nose and
catch it in her mouth.
the tricks."
by and gives her a little pet or a
Purcell says Casey catches
Purcell said hie dog gets snack," PUrcell said. "She's
on to tricks pretty quickly. "It along well with students and starting to gain a little
didn't take long to teach her vice versa. "Everyone comes weight."

A hot tip
Bus Boys have message for audience
By DARLA BAXTER
Assistant Campus life Editor

The Bus Boys have more on
their minds than playing
music for pt:ople. According
tour manager Rick Bloom,
they have a special meBSage
for their audiences.
"We're a thinking band,"
Bloom said of the aix-man
group. "What we have is a
message of hope. Only in
America can people, in a
couple of years, actually go
from being on the bottom of
the ladder, m&king minimum
wage, to a millionaire. The
moral is, if you set your sights
on a goal, through ambition
and drive, nothing can stop
you from achieving."
Photo By ROBIN CONOVER

The band was formed in
MEMBERS OF 'THE BUS BOYS' Hft a flag during their concert In 1980 by pianist and lead
Lo"tt Auditorium Monday nlghL
vocalist Brian O'Neal.

He began playing piano at
age five and was involved with
bands as he became older.
After deciding to change hie
band's name in 1980, O'Neal
gave the band a special
message as well as a new
name.
"l wanted to have a symbol
that acknowledged how we
were based on the American
work ethic. Bus boys are easily
identified as minimum-wage
workers," O'Neal said.
"That's something we all have
in common. We're all making
at least minimum wage."
O'Neal said the band haa
had a good opportunity to
experience that ethic.
''There was a time when we
were sleeping on the bua.
Things are much better for ua
now. We've had a lot of
auccesa, but I think that we're
really going to break into it
soon."

cono.rt. Unlverelty

Mowle. Straeta of

Symphonic Bind
and Wind EnMmble
2 p.m . In LOYen
Audlt011um .

l!xhlbtt. Original
prlnta donated by
Clara Eagle In
Eagle Gallery
through May 8.

F/ra 7 and 8:30 p.m
Curria Center
Theatre.

..,._ Nlghtlhltt 7
and 9:30 p.m. In
Currie Center
Theatre.

Similar predictions were
voiced backstage before the
Monday night concert in
Lovett Auditorium. Gregory
French, the band's newest
member , baa high
expectations. "Right now is a
very nervous time," he said.
" You know something is going
to happen and you're just
waiting."
Road Manager Bill Taylor
agreed.
. "I've had the opportunities
to go elsewhere for work, but
I've got a really good feeling
that this band is going to do
well. I want to be there when it
happens,'' he said. "Like when
the ball comes crashing down
in Times Square on New
Year's Eve. I want to see it
happen."
See HOT TIP
Page 15

Theetre. Featival ot
One Ac1 Plays s
p.m. InA E.
Johnson Theatre,

Concert. Murray
State Unlwrelty
Jazz Band 8 p.m . In
Currie Center

Ballroom.

-
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WKMS program director
Sees variety in new job
This is going to be fairly easy
because, in learning about this
job, I work with and get to
know many people. It has a
variety of aspects and with
each area I meet a new person.
I will be interacting with
everybody."

By DARLA BAXTER
Assistant Campus Lile Editor

Phil O' Neill, the new
program director at WKMS,
sees his job as an opportunity
to become more involved in
radio and with the
community.
O'Neill began hie duties aa
program director at WKMS
Monday after the position was
vacated by Mark Welch earlier
this semester.
Following a job with public
radio, O'Neill taught for twoand-a-half yeara at Wright
State University in Dayton,
Ohio. "I had been wanting to
get back with radio, so I began
looking around for a job."
O'Neill said. "That's when I
saw the ad for program
director in a publication."

J anet Kennedy, WKMS
station manager, will work
closely with O'Neill. "This job
really enableii me to intersect
with just about f'verybody up
here," Kennedy said.
Phil O'Neill

As program director, O'Neill
is reponsible for all on-air

365 days a year. We go on programming in cluding
when the University doesn't, muaic, news or special shows.
so the calendar doesn't really
affect us."

......................._

O'Neillislookingforward to :
the variety his job includes. -tc
"The job offers the
po88ibilitiee to do a lot of :
different things. There's many -tc
aspects of the state and
community involved," he said.

The 13th Annual Western
Kentucky Special Olympics
are scheduled for April 26 at
Roy Stewart Stadium.
Kria Kruegar, an area
coordinator for the Western
Kentucky Special Olympics,
said many volunteers are
needed to help with the events.
"We need volunteers to
measure distances, keep
official time and to direct the
athletes to the correct event,"
he said.
Many of the volunteers are
from beginning recreation and
special education classes,
Krueger said, but anyone
interested may sign up.
In recent years, members of
the Alpha Sigma Alpha
sorority have helped with
registration and members of
the Alp~ Omicron Pi sorority
have been official huggera.
The "huggera" stand at the
finish line of an event and hug

M 7 P.m.; W 4 & 9 p.m.
Th 8 p.m.; F 8:30p.m

~

•.. ••

lbe Murray State News
oc.ll VIISiflS 762-4478.

!-tc

~***************

M'9 p.m.; Tu 3:30p.m.; W 7 p.m .
Th 5 p.m.: F 7:30 p.m .

.

the athletes, whether or not
they won the event.
Gayle Wadlington, director
of the games at Murray State,
said 400 contestants from nine
Western Kentucky counties
are expected to compete.
Events will include 50-,100.
and 20().meter dashes; a 400·
meter relay; a softball throw; a
standinr long jump; a high
jump; and a frisbee throw.
Kruegar said athletes with
the best times in the events
will qualify to compete in the
state gameil in Lexington this
June.
The games will begin at 8
a.m. and end about 3 p.m.
Any Murray State student
wishing to volunteer can sign
up at the Special Education
Building, or phone 762-2446.
The Special Olympics were
eiitablished in 1968 by the
Joseph P . Kennedy Jr.
Foundation to give
exceptional children
opportunities for athletic
training and competition.

Adult
Car.foone

A Crazy Trtumverate
Bugs, Daffy and Porky star 1n som e of
their most memorable roles. 30 min

Volunteers needed
for Special Olympics
Staff Writer

...
••
..
.•.. .
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Advertising works. :
Try it!!
:

Beginning a new job in the
middle of the semester doesn't
"What I would like to do now
bother O'Neill. "WKMS is on is to get to know everybody.

By MICHELE VENA

. •
.•.
.: •

(1 :30,3:15) 7:10,9:00

Police Academy 2
Their First Assig nment
PG-13

(1:30,3:40) 7:00,9:15

~

CHER • SAM EWOlT
and ERIC STO LTZ

MASK ~
central center 753-3314

Tu 5:30p.m .; Vw 8:30 p.m .
Th 4:30 & 9:30p.m.; F 7 p.m

Our Future at Rlak: A C.ll to Action.
A look at how the federal budget will ·
affect higher education.

Bel-Air
Sh opping Cen ter
(502)753-8593

Deep-Tann
of Murray

Suntanning Studio
Special 300 minutes for $35
April15-30

Get Your Body P repared

EN DS THURSDAY
(1 :30) 7:15 Only

Lady Hawke
(PG ·l3)
ENDS THURSDAY
(3:30) 9:25 Only

ST EPHEN KING'S

Cat's

Eye ~

chestnut st. 753-3314

. . . . . . . ...........
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Hot tip

Duane's
Place

Continued from Pege13

From the time he heard the
band'• demo tape, Bloom aaid
he wu IUl'e the band wu
headed for eucceu.
''A friend and I had been
loolriq for a band with a
certain eound," Bloom aaid.
His friend wul(iven a tape of
four 10np by The Bue Boye.
After listening to the tape,
Bloom and hia friend were
impreued. "We felt they were
·very epecial. They had
aometb.ing to eay and a good
way to eay it."
According to both Bloom
and O'Neal, the message the
band repreeenta baa brought
them success. In their firat
year, The Bus Boys played the
Hollywood Bowl and the
Forum in Loa Angeles.
· The band has opened for
The Stray Cata, Eddie Murphy
and has appeared on the
soundtrack of 48 Hrs. and
Gho1tbusters. Bloom said a
high point for the band was an
apearance on Saturday Night
Live in 1983.
" It meant an awful lot to the
guys because it was the
completion of the entire cycle.
We had played every
important contemporary
music show from Soul Train to
Midnight Special," Bloom
said.
Before Monday's concert,
O ' Neal stressed the
importan ce of keeping
everything in perspective.
"Media events, such as the
tour with Eddie Murphy, make
people say things like ' Wow,
wha t was that like?' You get
invovled with big names, and
ita fun, but the truth ia, I didn't
have any more fun then than
what I'm going to have
tonight," he said.
In addition to O'Neal, the
band i n cludes original
members Victor Johnson, lead

guitar and vocaa and Steve
Felix, drumm er. Ot her
members are Retraie Leah,
dancing and vooaJ.; French,
hue and vocale; and Mike
Radi, offata ge keyboard
profP'8Dllllel'.
O~eal aaid it took work and

experience to appreciate the
road life of a mnaici•n.
"I didn't like tourinc: I
didn't lmow how to do it," he
aaid. "I waa homeeick and
love.ick and it wu rouarh.
Then I began to learn and
things started working out."
Other adjuetmenta had to be
made as the band changed.
Only three members of the
original band remain. The
first member to leave was
O'Neal•s brother.
"You have to be able to
accept it if someone says they
have to go," he said. "I think
because I had been involved in
many bands, I was u,.ed to the
coming and going. lt'ssortofa
weeding out process."
Bloom has played a large
part in helping the band
members develop as they
evolved from one stage to
another. "We wanted to
develop a career plan for them
that was very special ... like
they are," the tour manager
said . "We worked on
establishing a media profile,
the way in which the band is
viewed.
"College performances are
very special. Our message, our
profile, is all aimed at the 18-34
age group. You have to keep
dem ographics in mind ,..
Bloom said. "We want to get
interested in the people who
understand us and stand by
us. It's a matter of supply and
demand."
O'Neal agreed with Bloom's
view. He said aiming at the
college age group makes sense.

"Demographice re11ect that
the type of pereon in cou.,..e is
out for ftm and •ucceu ...
that'• our meeeap.••
The band continued oneniaht atan d e through
Thunclay, and after a •hort
break, will continue the tour.
"We•re doing apt achoola
in eichtday•. Itwe can do thia,
there'• n ot a whole lot we can't
handle,, Taylor aaid.
"We're on the road a lot. I
could go al112 months of the
year," Taylor said. "I'd aet a
little stir cruy, but I'd get the
job done."
O'Neal aaid even though
there are problema with life on
the road, having fun and
expressing a meuage is worth
it, especially when success in
in sight. "After all," he said,
"if you win here, it's the Super
Bowl."

We

sp~cialize

in VW Bugs

Student. get 10% off with MS U I .D• .
435-4272

Lynn Grove

OPPORTUNITIES

Don 't miss this golden opportunity for a
really great breakfast at

Trenholm's Restaurant
1206 Chestnut
Open: 4 a .m .-2 p .m.
Mon ...Sat.

The Murray S,.,. N..,' Palltlc.l \d Polley
All ads of a political nature must be accompanied b.., t t:neck or money orderwh., submitted
for publication. Each ad Is required to have the name of the person And orgamzat1on lf
applicable) sponsoring the ad at the bottom of the adv •·•t1sement. Ads resembling , '~J'""'r
news page must also have Mfve rtiMment at the top. As with other ads, the ad aeaaune ts nO"'
Monday prior to Friday's paper. We reserve the right tv edit copy which is considereu tv b..
libelous or in ooor taste.

Play the Oomono's Pizza
" No Problem" Game and
you moght wtn a brand
new Porsche 944 Sports
Car from Domino's P1ZZ11
and Coke r Just rub off
the Problem sectoon of
the game card Then rub
off the Solution sectron to
see if you won a proze
such as a FREE serving
of Coke: toppmgs, pozzas
or one of love Porsche
944'sll Hurryl Game
ends May 19

Game cards are available
at parllcrpallng Domino's
Przza locatJons. Game
Rules are on the back of
the cards No purchase

for your
INFORMAnON
AMERICAN SOCIETY
OF SAFETY ENGINEERS

The American Society of
Safety Engineers will have its
banquet at 6 p.m. Wednesday
at th e Exec utiv e Inn
Riverfront. in Paducah.

necessary.
Play the " No Problem"
Game and Won•

DOMINO'S
PIZZA
DELl VERSe
FREE.

The guest speaker will be
Harvey E . Harris, director of
the Safety and Health Office
of Training and Education.
Reservations can be made
and ticketa purchased by
phoning the Safety and
Health Department.

753-9844
810 Chestnut

--. . .. .

L1mlled dehvery area
Our dnvers carry tess
than $20.00

Win ·a Porsche!
Whitewater Rafting Nantahala River
DESCRIPTION: Camp and raft on one of
North Carolina's finest
whitewater rivers.
DATE: April26- 28
COST: $43
SIGN UP DATE: Deadline Today
TRIP LEADER: Larry Wood
PHONE: 762-3824 or 762-6119
MAXIMUM PARTICIPANTS: 30
OTHER: Cost includes rafts, equipment, food,
and transportation.

II.

r----------------------, r----------------------,
Free
Coke·

!Ill.

One c&~~pon per pizza.

TWo free servtngs of
Coke• with the pur·
chase of a two-ttem .
12" ptzza .
OM coupon per pizza ,

Expires: 4-28-85

Exp1res: 4-28-85

Four free aervongs of
Cof<a'! w ith the pur·
chase of a two-item.

16" pizza.

Fut. Free 041'1Jvery'"
810 Cheltnut •
Phone: '/'P-1844

L----------------------J

Free

Coke~

!Ill.

F. .t , Free Delivery'
810 Che1tnut
Phone· '/'P-1144

L--------------~-------~
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review

A- Superior; B- Good; C - Fair; D - Mediocre; E- Poor

Attractive, but...
Problems with direction
bog down good plot
Even a fine performance by
Matthew Broderick cannot
save Richard Donner's
Ladyhawke (PG-13) from
becoming a silly and drawn
out film.
Broderick plays Phillipe
Gaston, a young pickpocket in
13th century Italy, who gets
involved in the strange
adventures of Etienne
Navarre (Rutger Hauer).
Broderick deservedly receives
top billing in the movie,
because his fresh and comical
character gets the movie off to
a flying start.
\However, Donner's
direction begins to sag when
the film extensively shifts to
Hauer's character. Hauer hal!
been very good in earlier films,
but he sleepwalks through this
one.
Hauer's accent continuously
shifts from medieval to 20th
century Californian. Other
than his battle scenes (which
are numerous), his actions
seem forced. This is Donner's
fault, however, because hie
sloppy directions ruin a.n
interesting premise.
Michelle Pfeiffer's main job
as Navarre's love is t;Q Jook

Ladyhawke

Cbeautiful, which she does with
considerable ease. When it
comes to actions though,
Pfeiffer runs into trouble.
Leo McKern does an
admirable job as ImperiU.f1, the
drunli&n monk trying to
resto~e.a terrible wrong done
to t~e two young lovers. John
Wood is adequate in his small
role as the sleazy bishop.
The best part of the film is
undoubtedly the photography.
Vittorio Storato's direction is
breathtaking, beautifully
capturing the Italian
countryeide a nd the flight of
Navarre:s hawk.
Another strong point is
Andrew Powell's musical
score. His uplifting notes
coincide perfectly with the
photography and the battle
scenes are far more exciting

RUTGAR HAUER AND MATTHEW BRODERICK appear In a
acene from Ladyhawke.

beca use of the terse
soundtrack.
There is a great amount of
violence for a PG-13 film and
Donner consistently leta the
battle scenes last too long.
What could have been a
quality ending became a
legitimate farce.
'

( Pulsar.·Quartz)
It's True!
Golden Elegance for
under $100!

If attractive scenery,
suspenseful music and an outof-the-ordinary plot are the
qualifications for an excellent
movie, Ladyhawke is worth
the prit..e of admission. If not,
this one would be a good one to
miss.
-Dan Heckel
I

I
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Fraternity
events
scheduled
Two fraternities are
sponsoring spring activities
this week.
Alpha Tau Omega will
begin ita annual Frog Hop
Saturday at 3 p.m. Frog legs,
chicken and roasted pig will be
served throughout the day.
It traditionally emphasizes
fellowship without
competition among the
flororities . The only
competition of the day ia a frog
race.
Each sorority on campus
and the ATO Little Sisters will
enter a frog in the competition.
The frog that jumps the
farthest will determine the
winner of the race.
Activities for Paul Bunyan
Day, sponsored by Alpha
Gamma Rho will begin at 3
p.m. Monday at the AGR
bouse. The AGR field
competition is the only one on
campus to include both
sororities and fraternities.
Events will include a tug-of·
war, log sawing, a log toaa, a
shoe relay, a bat spin relay
race, a Kentuckv Derby and
beverage< h~.rgfrin~.
Members from the sororities
will compete for the title of
Farmer's Daughter.
Contestants will be judged on
their Daisy Mae-style
clothing, their guy-calling
abilities and their general
appearance.
I

•,
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MSU STUDENTS .
Call us now about the new
rate structure on
HBO/ Cinemax
for the 85-86 semester.

RZ360
$79.50

I

Ml48
$&9.50

~I

\X'c, knuw. Ynu

could fintl Mil' h
(;,~h•nn. "', many styb;, hn~:• qu.trtz accur,lC)' t{)r under
$100. Wl·ll. Puls.1r gives it all ro you. Sn· thc:-.c bt•auuful hr;K~:kt m<xlcb and lllllTl' gn.·ar values <It (STORE
NAME). Ar rhc::.c price:- you ~an .1ffi1nl mnn: rh.m one.
Ol'\'t:r

ti"lottdu

)'t ,u

FURCHES JEWELRY

We are putting a rate reduction
enabling you to enjoy the best
•
of both services
for less
money.

CABLE

Vl.Sl:N

IT'S TELEVISION WORTH WATCHING .'•

Call to Pay 753-5005
Bel Air Center

=A~pr.U~=19~·~1~986~--------------------------------------Th_e__M_~
___Y_~
__~
__N_~
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Dance Theatre showcases talent
Karen Balzer and the MSU
Dance Ensemble have done an
excellent job in the MSU
Dance Theatre's Dance
Concert Four.
The Dance Theatre begins
at 8 p.m. in the R.E. Johnson
Theatre tonight and Saturday.
Balzer, as artistic director,
brings a touch of New York to
the stage in the prelude,
starting the production with
dancers warming up on an
empty stage.
Stage adjustments are made
as the performance begins
givin« the viewer the feeling

that he is watc h ing
professional dancers
preparing for a Broadway
production. The openin g
number, which includes the
entire ensemble, is energetic
and well performed. The finale
is eyecatching.
"Dance in T h ree
Languages" is not executed
nearly as well. The dancers are
not together, although toward
the end of the dance, the
rhythm im proves.
A jazz n umber, "Oh! Didn't
He Ramble?", showcases fine
jazz dancing talent.

---

Ensemble, has a distinctive
Indian sound and is very
interesting. The dancing is
creative and almost
entrancing. However, the
chants by the dancers at the
end of the dance take away
from the otherwise excellent
performance.
Two ballets, "Quieaence"
and "Sinfonia" from Solomon
are both performed well.
"Sinfonia" iJ more graceful
"DrumT r ee", an and better executed than
imp rovisa tion which is "Dance irl Three Languages".
acco m pan i ed by the The tempo is «ood. and
Univeraity Per cuuion Angie Deaton's performance
is especially commendable.
Her talents are again
showcased in "Norwegian
Medley" . The ballet's
movements are graceful and

DANCE
CONCERT
FOUR

A-

the entire dance is beautiful.
Dina Ritchie, Tracy
LaMastus, Keith Cobbs and
Billy Richeson also do an
excellent job.
The second act, "Rodeo," is
choreographed by Balzer.
Fans of Oklahoma! will
appreciate this performance,
complete with hay bail
jumping and toe touches.
Balzer steals the show as the
little aiater and Deaton again
gives a fine perfonnance.
Balzer and Deaton both did
an excellent job of
choreographing the concert.
For the moat part, the
performances are good, with
"Rodeo" being the highlight of
the production.
-Darla Baxter

I Do you miss your Mother's home
-

cooking?
If so, we got it at the

Ribshack

Open: 5 a .m..a p.m.
Mon.-Sat.
6a.m.·3p.m.
Sun.
, o y fl ~BIN ""'..'"'"

1
' ..

WINNERS OF WEDNESDAY'S All Ca"'pus Stng J, eluded Sigma atgma 81gmesorortty (above),
PI Kappa Alpha ffatemlty, the Bapttat studflnt. Unlo11 . the Volcet ot PraM and Aon!lle OilY.,.

Big chocolate chip cookies
are popular at Sugar Cube
The aroma of freshly baked
cookies lingers around the
Currie Center's Sugar Cube.
Located on the student
center's second floor, the
snack shop began baking and
selling the cookies about a
year ago.
David Kratzer, director of
the Currie Center, got the idea
from the manage r of
Morehead State University's
campus candy store.
Since then, the business has
prospered. Large cookies
selling for 40 cents now come
in five varieties: oatmeal,
oatmeal raisin, sugar, peanut
butter and chocolate chip.

"Chocolate chip is definitely
the moat popular flavor,'' aaid
Barbara Ramaey, manager of
The Sugar Cube.
Both faculty and students
make frequent visits to the
candy store. Ramsey said abe
has some regulars who come
in two and three times a week
for the cookies.
Megan Mehaffey, a
freshman from Elberfeld, Ind.,
said she buys cookies at least
once a week "because they are
warm and have lots of chips."
The Sugar Cube also sells ice
cream, frogurt, loose candy
and homemade fudge. Kratzer
said they are considering

selling Olaf cones (a new type
of ice cream) and possibly hot
pretzels.
One of the shop's
disadvantages is the limited
amount of space. New items
may replace old ones .
''However," Kratzer said, ''we
are always looking for new
ideas and new products."

1 Day Package
VCR&
2 Movies

$1095

-

Complete Auto Glasa Shop

D&W

Auto Supply
512 S. 12th St.
Murray

753-4563
........., 7:30 a.M.-4 p.lft.
Moftdlly·frtdey 7a.lft.-lp.fll

Automotive
Machine
Shop

2 Day Package
VCR&
3 Movies

$1595

Seturday Speclel

vCR &
5 Movies

$1995

No MeMMrshlp
No De,oalt
M..tesOnly$3

Chattooga River

DEICfU,nOH: Whitewater Rafting
qaft the river made famous
by the movie " Deliverance,"
the fi nest whitewater In the
southeast.
DATIE: May 12 - 14
COST: $11 0
SIGN UP DATE: Deadline Apri130
TRIP LEADER: Larry Wood
PHONE: 762-3824 or 762-6119
MAXIMUM PARTICIPANTS: 20

901 Coldwater Road

*i@e£1al Vrl£es & ()ls£vunt~
t=vr- £1ub Members.*
Hours: 10-6 Mon .-Thur.
1Q-8 Fri.

10-6 Sat.

753-7670

Dix ieland
Center
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STUDENTS
* THEY TRIED TO STOP YOU FROM

SIGNING THE PETITION
I

* THEY THREATENED TO IMPOSE
\

OUTRAGEOUS CITY TAXES ON
YOU
. * Tl:riE¥t
. USED A GREAT DEAL OF
I-~

f

,

q

•

\

MONEY TO GIVE ONE SIDE OF THE
STORY

'·
t

t

* THEY TALKED ABOUT "FACTS"

ON PAGE ONE AND DEAD BABIES
ON PAGE EIGHT
* THEY MAY MAKE YOU STAND IN

LONG LINES TO VOTE, HOPING
YOU'LL GIVE UP & GO AWAY

LET'S SHOW THEM!

WET
..
l

..

,.

...

,;

•

..

TUESDAY
.

t

.

PAID FOR BY MURRAY CITIZENS FOR LEGAL CONTROL OF ALCOHOL, ROB HUTH CO-CHAIRMAN
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Racer of the Year named
Next week marks the arrival of the third annual Racer of the
Year award, which goea to the athlete on the Murray State
campus who best represents the University in athletics, service
and academics.
Athletes are nominated by members of the campus athletic
department and the winner and runners-up are voted on by The
News sports staff.
Past winners include tennis player Mats Ljungman and
basketball players Ricky Hood and Lamont Sleets.

'Breds win four of five
in first conference play
beginning of conference play
for his squad, especially with
the performance at Austin
Peay.
In the opener in Clarksville,
Tenn., the Thoroughbreds
were led by starting pitcher
Derek Lindauer and reliever
David Johnson. Lindauer
picked up his second win, and
Johnson notched his second
save, thanks to the bats of
Clay Boone and David Butts.
Butts went two-for-three at
the plate with his fifth home
run of the season, while Boone
won the contest with a threerun homer in the top of the
sixth, his sixth of the year, to
put the finalecore at 7-6.
Murray dropped the second
contest by a ecore of 7-5 after
giving up four runs in the
bottom of the sixth. Jay
Connell had given MSU a 4..:3
lead in the top of the inning
with a two-run lingle':
Retuming home to face the
Golden Eagles of Tech, Chris
Barber was the hero as he bit a
three-run home run in the
seventh inning to break a tied
game. It was Barber's first

By DAVID RAMEY
Stall Writer

In one week of conference
action, the Thoroughbred
baseball team has begun tO
tum things around.
After journeying into OVC
play with a 7-15 record,
Murray State split a
doubleheader on the road with
Austin Peay State University
April 4 and returned home to
·sweep a twin-bill against
Tenneese Tech University
Saturday.
'
The 'Brede then took a
contest Tueaday against nonconference foe University of
Tenneeaeein Martin by a score
of14-9.
After hostins Auetin Peay
on Thuraday, the 'Brede will
visit Middle Tenneeaee State
Univeraity on Saturday. Both
conference contests are
doubleheaden. MSU's record
currently stands at 11-16.
Coach Johnny Reagan said
he was very pleased with the

A dirty job

Photo by ROY MOBLEY

Murrey third tNIMm8n D•vld Butta t8k• • unique hMd-ftm lllde Into ftm bae In • 'Brede pme

thla ...k. The '8redl won tour

of"" pmee.

home run of the year and it performnace by etarter Rich win.
gave the 'Bred. a 6-3 win.
Murray was keyed by a two
Garner.
Barber'e wasn't the only hot
In the eecond conteet, bit and five RBI performance
bat aa teammate Mike Murray got the big bats out by ehorstop Tom Gargiulo,
Gal'lfiulo went three-for-three and ran up a 14-4 lead before including a three-run double.
and Butts and Boone each Tech ecored eight runa in the Boone hit his seventh home
collected two hits. Pitcher sixth inning. David Johnson run while catcher Todd Hale
Mike Brown picked up the win ca.meoutofthebullpentoehut went three-for-four at the
in relief after a fine the door and preserve the MSU plate.

Netters see both sides of net
Men shut out six straight
Bennie Purcell's men's
tennis team, fresh from
shutting out six opponents,
will host the University of
Akron today and Tennessee
Tech University Saturday.
The team will finish the
regular season on the road,
playing Middle Tennessee
State University and
Southeast Missouri State
University on Sunday and
Monday.
The netters continued their
domination of opponents on

Wednesday, as they recorded a
victory over Austin Peay
State University, which raised
the team's record to 30-9.
The Racers' toughest
problem over the weekend was
Eastern Kentucky University,
which took No. 4 seed Steve
Massad and l'llo. 5 seed Joe
Carter to three sets. The
Racers, however, won all other
matches in just two sets.
"We had a good weekend,"
Purcellsaid. •
Some coaches misht call
9.()

that an understatement if they
had just watched their team
down Austin Peay twice,
Tennessee Tech, EKU and
Morehead 9.() and Indiana
State University, 6.0.
Individually, No. 1 seed
Tony Wretlund is now 30-10,
Jens Bergrahm is 28-10 at No.
2 and Bobby Montgomery, the
S..NETTEAS
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Prete stars in Jamaica
·The lady nettere, coming
back from a tournament in
Jamaica, will take on the
University of Evanaville and
Transylvania University
today and Tennessee Tech
University Saturday.
The lady netters had a
match yesterday against
Southeast Missouri State
University and Tuesday
a g a i n 1 t V a n d e r b i 1t
Univemty.
The tennis team spent April
(.10 in Jamaica which was a
homecoming f~r one lady •
netter.

Maureen Rankine, a native
of Jamaica and teammate
Alison Prete had the beat
showing, winning their
doubles competition. There
was no team competition, only
individual play.
Prete made it to the finals in
the 21-and-under singles
division, but was defeated by a
Jamaican profe88io~al. Prete
also advanced to the quarl.er
finals in the women's diviaion
in singl~.
.
The trip to Jam&ca was a
goud • experience for the
players, Connie Keu~.

--·-· ---

.....,_.

---- ..-..--

.--

women's tennis coach said.
Keasling was pleased with the
outcome of her recruitment
efforts, also. "We've opened
some doors at Murray State for
those people interested in
playing tennis in the states,"
Keasling said.
•
Besides winning for the
team, Rankine had another
motive in playing well in her
homeland. Rankine is being
Photo by ROY MOBLEY
coneidered as a participant on
the 1985-86 Federation Cup
after defeatm, one of the top JENS BEAGAAHM retuma 1 lhot . . . . . an opponent In one of
players in Jamaica, Henrietta the RKerl llx lhut outa a..t ·~atk. The lwedllh eophomore'a
NCOrd ........ 21-10, ...... .... ...... NCOrd .. .... .
Harris.
.:

----

t)
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.
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Comeback kid

Jl

Netter overcomes iII ness

•

By CLAY WALKER
Staff Writer

i
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Men's tennis coach Bennie
Purcell has shown confidence
in Bobby Montgomery as he
has slowly recovered from his
bout with mononucleosis.
Last year Montgomery was
the best player in the Ohio
Valley Conference. Thia year,
after sitting out the fall season
due to his illness, the
Henderson native finds
himself playing the No.3 seed
for the Racers.
"The way he was playing
earlier, he should have been at
No.6," Purcell said. "But I felt
I'd put him at No.3 and give
him a chance to come around
and he did."
Montgomery has come
around with 18 consecutive
victories. His overall record is
now 27-10 and Montgomery
feels that he is healthy enough
to continue winning.
"Finally, I am (recovered),"
Montgomery said. "I started
out slow but !think I'm back to
where I was last year."
The champion at No. 1
singles and doubles last year,
Montgomery will attempt to
capture a fourth-straight
championship in singles and
doubles this year.
"Nobody has been able to do
what he's done, winning six
conference titles out of six
tries," Purcell said.
Stepping down from the
spotlight has not been easy for
Montgomery, but he has made
the adjustment.
"You get more attention at
No. 1," Montgomery said.
"Coach has always stresaed
that it doesn't matter where
you play. A win is a win."
A conference title is a
conference title also, and that
is the bottom line for Purcell
and Montgomery.
"Bobby's a team player,"
Purcell said. "He's been aa fine
a competitor as you'll see."
Wednesday, Montgomery
had his memory of what the
spotlight feels like refreshed,
when Purcell presented him
with a plaque commemorating
him asl~styear's OVC Player
of the Y~ar.

Netters~-

"That's the first time
anyone from Munay ever got
it," Montgomery said. "It's a
real honor to receive the
award."
Some of Montgomery's
other achievements are a state
championship in high school,
becoming the youngest Racer
to win 100 matches and being
third on MSU's all·time win
list with 130 victories.

Assorted flavors

Two Liter

Cola
49e

IGA

(Limit two)

Potato
Chips 1

Twin Pack

IGA

I

age

1

I

J

753-6221

Chestnut St.

Caotain
D's.
a creaTIIttle seafood pla~e.

®
FEED4
FOR$7
• • • • • • • CUP ntiS COUPON • • • • • • • • •

•I FISH •o_ FRIES

Two tender fish fillets,
natural cut french fries
and 2 southern style hush
puppies.

FOR $1 75
I ONLY
•
1
1 :a;::,::;:~
Caatala
D's.
1
.,,.;-uu.. ............. •
1

I

IP«<aa or dtiCC>utlt

(ot ~rtoe•~t'"!l C•Ptaan D's).

• • • • • • • • • • eLl' THIS COUPON··········

I FISH
8r FRIES natural
Two tender fish fillets,
I,
FOR
cut french fries
1

1
1 ONLY

Bobby Montgomery

Photo by ROBIN CONOVER
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Continued from Page 20

No. 3 seed, brought his record
up to 27-10. Montgomery has
now won 18 matches in a row.
Massad is now '> f\.S overall,
Carter 30-7 and No. 6 seed
John Brunner, who has won
16 consecutive matches, is
37-4.
The victories were especially
important for Massad. The
ISU win was his !45th as a
Racer, which puts him five
away from Murray State's
winningest player, Mats
Ljungman.
The OVC tournament will
be in Murfreesboro, Tenn.,
April26-27. The Race1'8 will be
gunning for an unprecedented
sixth consecutive OVC
championship.

ADA

However, Montgomery does
notlivein the past. He plans to
return to MSU in the fall to
complete his de~ in finance.
More immediate plans
include giving Purcell an
unprecedented sixth
consecutive
OVC
championship. With a player
of Bobby Montgomery's
caliber at the No. 3 seed,
Purcell has good cause to be
confident.

$1 •75

<::~::~~~
Ill*~ ot dikount

(At prortlclpatn>e CaptAJn O'a).

Two tender fish fillet~.
1
1
natural cut french fnes
and 2 southern style hush
pupp1es.
1

I

Caataln
D's. I•
a an~IUie ........ place
1

• • • • • • • • • I CUP THIS COUPON • • • • • • • • • •

Yellowstone National Park & The Grand fetons

DESCRIPTION: Hiking and camping in the
spectacular scenery in the
Western Rockies.
DATE: May 17- 26
COST~ $195
,
SIGN UP DATE: Deadline May 10
TRIP LEADER: Larry Wood
PHONE: 762-3824 or 762-6119
MAXIMUM PARTICIPANTS: 15
OTHER: Transportation. camptng fees and
food.

FISH 8r FRIES

1
1
1 FOR
1 ONLY
•
1 Olhf•·-Ai>t1126th
1 Not pxl Wtth ..,.,.

$1 75
01ner

•

•l*lalord<Jeount
(at parttclpahng CAPtam O'tl

Two tender fiSh fillet~.
natural cut french fnes
and 2 southern style hush
puppies.
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.
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.
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Riflers continue family tradition
earliest of all the team
members, following her
brother Scott's lead onto the
Sports Editor
rifle range in the fourth grade.
The junior engineering
Most members of the rifle
physics major from
team agree that they are a
Brookfield, Wis., began
"son (or daughter) of a gun."
competing in the sixth grade.
"I started shooting in the
Her brother was a four-time
seventh grade, because my
All-American at Murray State,
dad was the marksmanship
and graduated in 1983.
director at Fort Bennings
Aside from being one of the
(Ga.),'' said Gary Stephens, a
veterans on the team,
freshman from Columbus,
Lewandowski is also co·
Ga., who was instrumental in
chairman of the Pat Spurgin
scholarship committee. "I
probably helped to get it
started and I organize
fundraising events,''
Lewandowski said.
Donations from alumni and
students, along with money
raised from booths at
Homecoming and other
places, have accumulated to
$3,444.46 so far.
A shooter who strayed to
Murray from a long distance,
because of some friends, is
Dan Erpenbach, this year's
team captain.
"I knew (former shooters)
Bill Hughes, Mike Gross and
Kerry Spurgin," said the
Billings, Mont. native.
Erpenbach, a senior majoring
in construction engineering,
has another year of eligibility
because of a redshirt year.
Erpenbach's love for the
sport may be unmatched by
anyone else on the team. "I
think every little boy should
have a .22 (caliber gun). It's
part of growing up,"
MEMBERS
by ROY MOBLEY
OF THE rifle team get ready for a matct 'lli I t'r thlt yur. From l~ft are Gary Stephen• Erpenbach said.
'
recrul Kerry Crow, Pat Spurgin, Jill Lewandow8kt <md ~:tlla"' Reev••·
Though the team became
the rifle team's NCAA
championship March 9-10.
The MSU rifle team has
athletes with an assortment of
differing personalities and
hometowns, but all of them
claim family ties for their
beginning in shooting.
"My two older brothers shot
in high school and I thought it
would be a neat thing to try,"
said Alison Schultz, a
freshman from Ann Arbor,
Mich., who began in the ninth

By DAN HECKEL

-----....,

grade. Schultz, an exercise
science major, which she
describes as a new research
field in sports medicine, said
that just about anyone could
beco~e a good shooter with
practice.
"Even handicapped people
can do it, like Roger Withrow,"
Schultz said. Withrow, an
MSU alumnus, was a winner
in the World Wheelchair
Olympics.
Jill Lewandowski began the

the first national champion
the UDiversity has produced, a
lack of visibility is still the
main complaint on the team.
"We have never received the
recognition we deserve,"
Lewandowski said. ''Football
gets so much more attention
that it's really not fair."
'
Schultz said that though the
team gets little attention, not
many teams do. "We've got a
lot of attention because of Pat
(Spurgin, Olympic gold
medalist), but most teams
aren't very visible."
Teammate Marianne Wallace
agrees that the anonymity of
the team is distressing.
"It bugs me because nobody
knows about us. Nobody
knows it is an Olympic event
and some people even think
the rifle team is part of the
band," said the freshman from
Downer's Grove, lli. Wallace
does not believe that the rifle
team should be as popular as
football or basketball,
"because it is not a spectator
sport."
Not everyone thinks the lack
of recognition hurts the team,
however. "I don't care if we get
recognition or not, I like to
shoot," Erpenbach said.
Most of the shooters expect
to continue competing after
their college careers are over.
Senior divisions and shooting
clubs are available for those
who want to compete, team
members said. Erpenbach
seems to be the most optimistic
and excited about the future.
"I'll keep competing as long
as I can see," he said.

PARKER FORD
Has a special gift for upcoming graduates

,.

~des Included

• Your credit record, if
you have one, must indicate payment made as

In the Plan.

You may choose a

new 1985 Thunderbird,

agreed.

LTD, Tempo, Mustang,
Escort. Bronco Uor light
trucks up to F-250.

.. $400 Purchase

• Pre-Approved Credlt.
Just meet three simple
conditions:
• You must have verifiable ernploym~t that begins within 120 days of your
vehacle purchase at a saJary sufficient to cover
ordinary living expenses and your vehicle payment.
• You must bave proof that you have graduated or will graduate
and be awarded at least a bachelors degree within 120 days.

701 Main St.

-

~

Allowance.
Make your best deal ...use the
$400 as a down payment or receive a
$400 check directly from Ford after the saJe.

FORD

PARKER FORD

Ford Motor
Credit
Company

753-5273
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School records are set
in Weekend inVitational

1

The women's track team
placed tifth out of seven teams
in the Murray State
University Invitational on
Saturday.
A couple of school recorda
were set at Roy Stewart ·
Stadium. Linnea Brammerset ·
arecordinthe3,000-metenun
and Jamie Ahrens set one in
the triple jump with a leap of
36 feet.
Maxine Best won both her
events, the 100 and 200-meter

TheRodeoteamcompetedinMagnolia,Ark.,Aprilll-13 with
four riders placing in the top three of their divisions.
'
RandyLittrell! Li~eld,lll.,!"onajackpotinthebullriding
performance while Richard Hams, Murray, placed second in the
long-go for steer wrestling.
David Hendee, Ca;bo~dale, Ill., and navid Keathley, Bernie,
Mo., both placed thud 1D the the long-go in team roping and
fourth in the average.
ReneeMessick,MoundCity, Mo.,wasfourthintheaveragefor
goat tying.
-Jeanna Pratt waefourth in the average for breakaway roping
and Carol Loiselle, Murray, placed fourth in the average for
harrells and fifth in the long-go.

dash, anCi Carla Shelton and
Mary Anderson placed fourth
and fifth respectively in the
400-meter hurdles.
The team faced some
adversity during the meet
when Linda Cooper quit the
team . Coach Margaret
Simmons said "she did not
have her head into it," as
Cooper's reason for quitting.
Simmons added that it
brought added pressure to the
team.

SPORTSbriefs 1

Rodeo team ropes honors

Several members of the
team will compete" in the
KansaeRelayeSaturdayand
Sunday . The women
participating in the meet had
to meet qualifying standards.
The mile and the 440-meter
relay teams qualified for the
meet, while Val Lemoignan
will represent MSU in the
heptathlon. Anderson will
compete in the 100-meter
hurdles, and Best qualified for
the 100 and 200-meter dash.

Murray State University's
Horseman's Club
At the West Kentucky Livestock
Sho~ and Exposition Ce~ter
CalfRopins
April 20, 1985
$2 admission
at the gate
Photo by ROY MOBLEY

for further information
contact
Open Horse Paula Hopkins
1101 Main,
!~y. 42071
Murray,
5:00p.m.

Show

(502) 759-4068

LADY RACER high Jun per Jamie Ahren a cl..,. the bar during the Murrey a ..telnvttatlomlllaturday.

ARTS, CRAFTS, RECREATION & TRAVEL
Books group tourt such as Spring Break trip

COFFEEHOUSE
Books acts to perform In the Stables

CONCERTS
Negotiates for concerts

FILM & VIDEO
Selects, ordering and showing of movies

LE!CTURES
Books lecturers on topics of Interest
to students

MINORITY AWARENESS
Schedules events of Interest to
minority students

PRODUCTION, SOUND & LIGHTS
Works sound and lights at events

PUBLICATIONS
Edits UCB newsletters

PUBLICITY

,

Works with all UCB members to
publicize events

SPECIAL EVENTS/SPRING WEEK
Plans activities for events such as
Parents' Weekend and Spring Week

Interviews: TUESDAY,
APRIL 23

Aprill9, 1986
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Men run intO tough competition
By RANDY REEVES
Staff Writer
The m en's track team ran
into tough competition over
the weekend, but still came
away with impressive
showings.
The team was divided, with
some of the team in the
Dogwood Relays in Knoxville,
Tenn. and the rest of the team
at the Arkansas State
University Track Cla88ic.
The Racers took on Middle
Tennessee State University in
a dual meet Thul'8day and are
competing in the Kentucky
&lays today and Saturday in
W.ington.

James Yarbrough was the
Individually, Daren Pahl
turned in one of the best top performer, taking second
performances of the weekend. place in the 110-meter high
Pahl took second place in the hurdles with a time of 14.71.
pole vault in the Dogwood
John O'Neal placed third in
Relays with a vault of 17 feet. the 400-meter intennediate
hurdles with a time of 53.9.
Ronald Boyce placed fourth
two events. Boyce turned in
'In the big meets, ain 11.14
time in the lOQ.meter
the standards are dash and a 22.11 in the 200meterdash.
high '
Calvin T urnley fmished
right behin d Boyce, taking
- Jay Flanagan fifth place in 100·meter dash
with a time of 11.15 and the
200-meter dash with a time of
A l most 2 ,000 athletes 22.23.
competed in Knoxville.
Joe Woodside placed third in
At Arkansas State, the the javelin with a throw of 171·
Racers faired well in the 16- feet, 3-inches and sixth in the
team event.
discus with a th'l"nw of15()..feet.

4-inchea.
The MSU relay teams
finished third in both the 400·
meter relay and the1600-meter
relay. Boyce, Turnley, Steve
Wynn and Steve Smith turned
in a 41.81 time in the 400, their
best time of the year. In the
1600, Boyce, Smith, O'Neal
and Keith Cobbs came in with
a time of 3:16.29.

The track team is
participating in the Kentucky
Relays today in Lexington.
Don and Dave Small came
away with top numbers while
competing for the MSU Track
Club. Dave took second in the
long jump with a leap of 23feet. lO·inches and first in the

triple jump at a distance of 49·
feet, 5·inches. Don placed
second in the triple jump at48fee.t, ?·inches.
Coach Jay .F lanagan said it
is good for his team to compete
in big meets such as the
Dogwood Relays. "That is
what track is. You train all
w~k and get one chance to
prove yourself."
"In the big meets, the
standards are high. But, ifyou
have the people to compete at
that level, and we do, it helps
the_~am,'' Flanagan said.
" We schedule a few dual
meets to help everyone
improve their level of
competition. We look for
improvement every time out,"
Flanagan said.
.

Sparks fly from Gargiulo's. bat
paltry .227 with three h ome
runs
and five runs batted in.
By DAVID RAMEY
Suddenly, Gargiulo's bat got
Staff Writer
hot and over the last 12 games
he has hit .310 with six homers
Mike Giugiulo has shown and 17 RB1.
this season that even the most
experienced of thoroughbreds
can sometimes stumble from
the gate.
A four-year fiXture at first
base for Johnny Reagan's
Thoroughbred baseball squad,
Gargiulo got off to a slow start
this season.
"I finally found a place
In fact, 12 games into the where I was comfortable," the
season, Gargiulo, a lifetime 6-foot-6 New Jersey native
.342 hitter, was hitting a said. Gargiulo said he has
opened up his stance and
therefore h e is seeing the ball
much better. Fastballs that
were jamming him earlier, are
now within his reach.
During a six game streak
earlier this month, the senior
went 12-for-19 at the plate,
Coach Buddy Hewitt with five home runs and 17
remains frustrated with hie RBI.
Racer golf team.
He has also climbed up to
''Stev e Conley did a fifth place on the career list for
beautiful job," Hewitt said. "I both at bats and runs batted
just can't seem to get the rest of
them out of the 80s."
Conley had rounds of75, 74
and 73 to finish the Marshall
University Invitational in a
lOth-place tie. Conley's score
of 222 was 10 strokes behind
the winner, Clark Burroughs
of Ohio State University.

in. He currently stands third
on the home run list with 36.
A durable firat baaeman,
Gargiulo has made 101 career
starts and he leads the team in
fielding this year with only
two errors in 235 total chancea.
Throw in the fact that he
bate clean up, is a two-time
winner ofboth theteam'p moAt
valuable player and sch• ' :atic
athlete award, a h1 easy to see
how valuab.it. No. 4~ 1a to thil
Thoroughb)"f>( a1l'l .

'Baseball is my
No. 1 priority
right now'

Llnksters latest
performance
frustrates coach

Garlriulo looks forward to
being dra ftHI .his summer, but
h e sa1u u. he is not lle has
ex'plored some avenues to try
to atay in baaeball. "Rftseball
iflmVN(\ 1 T'l,.;"nt: rigi1l lOW,"
Gargiulo sa1d

PROGRAM

Nobody else makes r-me
photography this simple_
Mike G•rglulo

As a team, however, Munay
State could do no better than
15th place in the lS.team
event. Ohio State won the
tournament with a score of
861.
The Buckeyes' n earest
competitor was Kent State
University, which finished
with an 896 . Eastern
Michigan University and host
Marshall tied for third with
900.
"C onl e y is playing
extremely well," Hewitt said of
the senior from Florida.
However, Hewitt is going to
need more than just Conley
this weekend. The Racers
travel to Jackson, Miss., today
to play in the Mi88issippi State
Invitational. The tournament
features six teams that
finished in the top 10 last year,
including defending national
champion Oklahoma State
University.

Gargiulo said he w as
disappointed by the slow start
of the Thoroughbreds. "We got
into a slump," h e said.
Gargiulo attributed the team
succe88 to getting some more
consistent pitching.

The Canon AE-1 PROGRAM is the sophisticated
SLR camera that's so advanced, it's simple! Just focus
and shoot. Exposure is completely automatic.
• Opttonal Power
Winders A2, A and
Motor Drive MA
ava1lable for raptd
sequence shooting
• Includes Canon
U.S A., Inc. one-year
hm1ted warranty/
registration card

• Programmed automation-just focus
andshootl
• Shutter-priority
automation plus
manual mode
• Fully automatic flash
w1th opt1onal Speedli·
te 188A

Speeclhte t 88A • nel
Pow• W1nder 1<2 thown opl tQr\11

Sherri. Ruby, Wanda or Tracy

j!lit•N"I
S06 N 12ltl Sl.

MURRAY, KY

DISCOUNT

PHARMACY
PHONE 753·2380

..
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Go Krogering
U.S.D.A. Cirade "A" HOlly Farms

Items and prices In this ac1 effeCtive
April 17th. thru April 23rd. In:

U.S.D.A. Crade "'t' HOlly Farms

Whole

Murrav, Kv.

FamilY Pak Of MIXed Parts

Frying

Fryers

None SOld to Cleilters. Limit r ight
reserved. copyright 1985. The Kroger co.

Chrcken

gc

(Umlt 3)

c
U.U.A. Cllllet lnlti'IIIIIMI

Slrloll Tip

Roast

,,.._"Pampered

JOlin IIIOfnll All Meat

Pork
sausage

Fra1ks or

ana t..,..""''"hll
SlrloiiTIP Steak

.. 5199

S1 &9

ISOlCMIII"*'......

Bolttless
Clluck Steall .

:\.4tn. Dew

-

Diet Pepel or

PEPSI COLA

• .,43

t;

j

tj, I.

B ottl~s

S179 S179

Pork

Bologaa

steak

ggc

s129

IIOUIICI

•

S298 ,.....,._._. S2J9

a~:.SS'To...,

Milk

-

PLlJ

U.S.D.A. Gn~de "AA'' Market

DEPllSI f

Baaket Large Egg a

·---

6 JC

Heinl

Clllld

Ttair•

l'lllln or setf-aislll9

Tomato
Ketchup
_leOI. bt'l.

Trash

SpravN
starch
1loa. on

Plllsburv
Flour
Sill. ball

S1D9

S129

ggc

1-ply, 400 ct., 220 SQ. ft.

Frozen

CharmIn
Tissue

Minute Maid
Lemonade

AssOrted cake Mixes

'::59C
C
Broccoli . ..... b~~~ 89

Garden FreSh, cre:n

AppIes ...... ~ ....
Clag Of 10 ..•$1.891

each

....
c.. ...........
Yellow
Onions

15

C

• •
~.~

c

Assorted "oun

JenO's
Pizza
10.lkJI-·

ggc
Hwrt'S

~OLaac

TOmato
sauce
8~
cans

Thompson White

California Red Ripe

seedless
Grapes

straw·
Berries

Duncan
Hines

~~ S129

washington state X·Fancv COld or Red 138 Size Detidous

24oz.
loaf

Freslllllll

LIQUid

II!C!I~

sgc

s229

Clorox
Bleach
plastiC . . ..,..

ggc

. S179

;~;;

•
=~~
BKOI
•
-----~
------~ ~------------,
ttomooenlzed
U.S.D.A. Grade
..A" ~-----Coat Cutter
Kroger 1.arge Eggs
sealtest
Sandwich BI'Nd

SlriOII Stear

a.

Arry Size PIICiriiP

120Z. IIfll,.

pouncl

lb.

. ggc

~~;~;t~
Potatoes

u.:

s2••

asc

.::. S119
!Pint •..69'1

;;t~~~""'"
Glaze

